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Summary

This report presents a review of reflectometry with particular attention to

eXtraordinary mode (X-mode) refiectometry using the novel technique of dual fre-

quency differential phase. The advantage of using an X-mode wave is that it can

probe the edge of the plasma with much higher resolution and using a much smaller

frequency range than with the Ordinary mode (O-Mode). The general problem with

previous full phase reflectometry techniques is that of keeping track of the phase (on

the order of 1000 fringes) as the frequency is swept over the band. The dual fre-

quency phase difference technique has the advantage that since it is keeping track

of the phase difference of two frequencies with a constant frequency separation, the

fringe counting is on the order of only 3 to 5 fringes. This fringe count, combined

with the high resolution of the X-mode wave and the small plasma access require-

ments of reflectometry, make X-mode reflectometry a very attractive diagnostic for

today's experiments and future fusion devices.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

With the recent war in the Persian Gulf the need to reduce our dependance

on foreign oil has become strikingly evident. In an attempt to reduce and/or elimi-

nate this dependance the need for new long term energy sources has become obvious.

With its almost inexhaustible resources, nuclear fusion has the potential to satisfy

our constantly increasing need for inexpensive and clean energy. To reach the goal

of nuclear fusion a full understanding of the plasma and transport phenomena must

come first. For this purpose the understanding of the main plasma parameters (such

as density, temperature, transport coefficients, etc.) is essential.

In this report the principles of reflectometry as a diagnostic tool will be

discussed. A novel technique using two wave frequencies with a constant _w will

be discussed, and its potential use for probing the plasma and extracting density

profiles under different configurations and plasma conditions will be examined.

This chapter will present an introduction to fusion, reflectometry and a

description of the major parameters of the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR)

at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory in Princeton, New Jersey.

1.1 Fusion

As far _ is known, fusion is the primary source of energy in the universe.

Nuclear fusi6n is the process in which two light nuclei (the parents) join together
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to form a new nucleus (daughter or products) of bigger mass than the individual

parent nuclei, but with nuclear mass slightly smaller (for exothermic reactions) than

the combined mass of the parents. The mass difference is transformed into kinetic

energy 1 (since mass is energy, as proved by Einstein with his famous formula E =

mc 2) and distributed among the daughters of the fusion reaction. Fusion reactions

in which energy is released (exothermic reactions) can occur between elements that

are below iron (Fe) in the periodic table. Fusion of elements heavier than Fe is

generally endothermic. This is because Fe has the lowest energy per nucleon in

the periodic Table. _ This explains why fission of heavy elements such as 238U is

exothermic.

Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe. This and other

characteristics (such as reactivity, energy released per reaction, etc.) make it an ex-

cellent fuel source for a fusion reactor. To accomplish fusion, the positively charged

nuclei most overcome the Coulomb repulsive electrostatic force and get close enough

so that the attractive nuclear forces can take action and fuse the nuclei permanently

together. From the hydrogen family the two best candidates for fusion fuel are Deu-

terium (_D) and Tritium (_T), mainly because of their high fusion reactivity at low

temperature when compared with other elements, as can be seen from Figure 1.1. t

The fusion reactions of most interest using hydrogen isotopes are: 3

_D + _T --, _He (3.45 MeV)+ _n (14.15 MeV) (1.1)

_D + _D ---, _aT(1.01 MeV)+ lP (3,.02 MeV) (1.2)

_D + _D _ ]He (0.82 MeV)+ _n (2.45 MeV) (1.3)

_D + _He _ _He (3.67 MeV) + _p (14.67 MeV) (1.4)

and the approach for equation 1.1 is shown in Figure 1.2.

A secondary advantage of the D-T reaction is that about 20% of the energy

goes to the Helium (He) ion which can be confined in the plasma and helps to heat
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Parameter 1971 1981 1991 Steady State

Central ion temp. 0.5 7.0 35 30
Ti0 (KeV)

Central electron temp. 1.5 - ":].5 15 30
T,o (KEY)

Energy confinement time 0.007 0.02 1.4 3.0
rE

Triple product 1.5 x i017 5.5 x 10TM 9.0 × 102o 7.0 x 1021
nioTio'rE (KeV ,,c

Plasma pressure 0.1% 3% 11% 5%
a =

Current-drive parameter -- 8 x 10TM 3.4 x 1019 3 × 10 TM

rlcD = _v_ (_2"_W) . + bootstrap + bootstrap
Fusion reactivity"

D-D reactions/sec -- 3 X 10 TM 1 x 1017 --
D-T reactions/sec -- -- _ 6 x 10_7 1021

Table 1.1: Key plasma parameters: achieved and required.

the plasma. The remaining 80% of the energy goes to the neutron, which has no net

charge, so it leaves the plasma and deposits its energy in the vacuum vessel and/or

neutron blanket. The energy deposited in the blanket can be used to make steam

and drive a standard steam power plant. To sustain the D-T reaction, the plasma

and energy necessary for the reaction must be contained in the vacuum vessel for

a reasonable length of time. Some key plasma parameters for the achieved and

required values are shown in Table 1.1.3 To this day, anomalous transport, short

- energy confinement times, and some engine.ering difficulties have prevented us from

developing fusion to its full potential. The goal of the fusion program is to overcome

all these problems and develop a commercially attractive fusion reactor.
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1.2 Reflectometry

Reflectometry is a technique developed during the 1960s and works on the

same principle as the RADAR (RAdio Detection And Ranging). That is, it measures

the distance (position) between a transmitter (source) and a target (plasma) using

the delay time (phase difference) between the incident and reflected wave. 5-s A

more detailed history of the development of reflectometry is offered in section 2.1

beginning on page 14.

1.3 Fusion Experiments

Presently magnetic fusion research takes place mainly in relatively large ma-

chines of three main types: Tokamaks, Stellarators and Torsatrons. There are other

less popular configurations 9 like the Symmotron, the modular stellarator, heliac (a

type of helical axis stellarator), the spheromak, etc., 14-18but they will not be dis-

cussed here. Table 1.2 shows a list of fusion experiments and their corresponding

location. 3 The most common and popular of these three machines is the tokamak.

These machines rely on a helical magnetic field to confine the hot plasma

to achieve fusion. What differentiates them is the way in which they achieve this

helical magnetic field. The tokamak uses a set of toroidal field coils to produce the

toroidal component of the helical magnetic field and a transformer set of coils to

induce a current in the plasma that produces the poloidal component of the helical

magnetic field. 1 A simplified schematic is presented in Figure 1.3,1 top picture,

together with a more detailed diagram of a fusion experiment showing the helical

magnetic field line through the cutout section, which is a product of the vectorial

addition of the Poloidal and Toroidal magnetic fields. The stellarator and torsatron

are characterized by a set of external helical coils that produce the magnetic field
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Device Status Location

AIc-C-M On Alcator-C Modified, Plasma Fusion Center, MIT
PLT Off Princeton Large Tokamak, Princeton Plasma Phy. Lab.
ATC Off Adiabatic Toroidal Compressor, PPPL
PBX-M On Princeton Divertor Experiment, PPPL
TFTR On Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor, PPPL

BPX Burning Plasma Exp., PPPL (proposed
DIII-D On Doublet III-D, General Atomics, San Diego, Ca.
ORMAK Off Oak Ridge Tokamak, Oak Ridge Nat. Lab.
ISX-B Off Impurity Studies Experiment B, ORNL
ATF Off Advanced Toroidal Facility, ORNL.....

I

ITER Inter. Thermonuclear Exp. Reactor (proposed)
ASI_EX-U On Axially Symmetric Divertor Experiment, Max Planck

Institute for Plasma Physics, Garching, Germany
Textor On J/ilich, Federal Republic of Germany
JET On Joint European Torus, Abingdon, England

JFT-2M On Japan Atomic Energy Research Ins., Takai, Japan
JT-60U .....On Japan Atomic Energy Research Ins., Naka, Japan
T-3 On Kurchatov Institute, Moscow
T-10 On Kurchatov Institute, Moscow

TFR . On Centre d'Etudes Nucleaire, Fontanay-aux-Roses, France

Table 1.2: Some fusion experiments and their corresponding locations.
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Device Location Start 1 m R a B Main

Date (m) (m)(T)Featurei

ATF USA 1987 2 12 2.1 0.27 1.9 Flexibility
CAT USA 1990 1,2 5 0.53 0.11 0.1 Torsatron
IMS USA 1989 3 7 0.4 0.04 0.3 Modular Stel.
L-2 Russia 1976 2 14 1.0 0.11 1.5 Stellarator

URAGAN-2 Ukraine 1993 2,4 4 1.7 0.2 2.4 Torsatron
URAGAN-3 Ukraine 1982 3 9 1.0 0.13 1.2 Divertor
Wend. 7-A FRG 1976 NA 5 2.0 0.1 3.5 Shearless
Wend. 7-AS FRG 1987 NA 5 2.0 0.2 2.5 Modular coils
Wend. 7-X FRG 200?* NA 5 5.5 0.5 2.5 Advance Stel.

Heliotron-E Japan 1981 2 19 2.2 0.2 1.9 High _, shear
CHS Japan 1988 2 8 1.0 0.2 2.0 Heliotron
LHD Japan 1997 2 10 3.9 0.65 3.0 Heliotron
TJ IU Spain 1994 1 6 0.6 0.1 0.5 Torsatron
TJ-II Spain 1996 1 4 1.5 0.25 1.0 Helical axis
H-1 Australia 1993 1 3 1.0 0.2 1.0 Flexible Heliac

ii

Table 1.3: Some stellarators and their corresponding parameters.

with no internal plasma current. 9 The stellarator has helical coils with alternating

antiparallel currents that produce a net poloidal magnetic field and no net toroidal

field. Because of the zero net toroidal field, a separate set of toroidal field coils is used

to provide the toroidal component of the helical magnetic field. A list of some major

stellarators 9-11is shown in Table 1.3 with their corresponding main parameters. On

the torsatron (a subclass of the stellarator) the currents run parallel to each other,

creating poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields; thus, no extra toroidal field coils are

needed, but vertical field coils are used to provide stabilization and positioning of

the plasma. An example of a torsatron is the Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF)

at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, shown in Figure 1.4.9 Some of its main

parameters are listed in Table 1.4.

*If things go well, start date maybe some time after 2000.
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Figure 1.4:An artist's sketch of ATF's vacuum chamber and magnet|c
field coil system.
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Dimensions Major radius, Ro 2.1 m
,, .... .

Minor radius, a 0.27 m

Plasma volume, Vp 3.0 m 3
Vacuum vessel volume 10.5 m 3

ii

Magnetic Maximum field on axis, Bo 1.9 Teslas
configuration Field flattop time at 1.9 T 5 sec

Field flattop time at 0.95 T 20 sec
Poloidal multipolarity, 1 2
Number of field periods, m 12
Standard central transform, _(0) 0.3
Standard edge transform, _(a) 1.0

Plasma ECH, 53 GHz, steady state 0.4 MW
Heating NBI, 30 kv, 0.3 sec 2 MW

ICH, 29 MHz, 0.1 sec 1.0 MW

Table 1.4: Some of ATF major parameters.

1.4 Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor

The TFTR experiment, originally conceived in 1974, became operational in

December 1982. The original basic objectives of TFTR are the following: 12

1. to achieve temperatures (10 KeV) and densities (1014 c_ ) pertinent to a fusion

reactor in plasmas with currents of 2.5 MAmps

2. to achieve approximate energy break-even between the power input to and

neutron power output from the plasma (Q _ 1) at reactor-like fusion power

Watts
densities (_ 1_ j.

The TFTR program goals are to understand plasma transport in reactor

relevant regimes, achieve conditions in deuterium plasmas that project to energy

breakeven in D-T plasmas, carry out physics research and development for TPX

(Tokamak Physics eXperiment) and ITER (International Thermonuclear Experi-

mental Rector), and achieve breakeven conditions in D-T plasmas. Some machine
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Major radius,Ro 2.63m

Minor radius,a 0.97m
..... ,°,.

Plasmavolume,Vp 46 m 3

Toroidal magnetic field, Bo ' 4.9 T

Plasma current (maximum), lp 3 MA
Plasma density, ne 5 × I019_-_ !

m _

Neutral beam power, PNB1 35 MW
ICRH power, PICRH 12 MW

Table 1.5: Some major parameters of TFTR.

parameters are shown in Table 1.5, 4'13 and some diagnostics are presented in Ta-

ble 1.612'13(a very good article is the one by Orlinskij).
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# Data i Data
Diagnostic Measurement Channeb i Points

i

1 mm Interferometer f nedl 2 ', 32 K
Torus Pressure Gauges Torus pressure 2 i 8 K
Residual Gas Analysis Gas impurity concentration 2 I m

Rogowski Loops Ip 41 32 K
Position Coils Plasma position 37 I 108 K
Mirnov Coils Magnetic oscillations 43 195 K
Voltage Loops/Saddle Coils Vol. around torus, position 44 88 K
Diamagnetic Loop Plasma pressure 4 4 K
Hard X-ray Monitors Effects of runaway electrons 5 40 K
Plasma TV Plasma pictures, position 1 '

Fast Scan. Het. Radiometer Te(r,t) 2 32 K

X-ray Pulse-height Analyzer Te, riFe, Zet! , 9 102 K
Horizontal Charge Exchange T_(t) 198 198 K
_asU, BFs, 3He Neutron Neutrons
Proportional Counters T_(t) 12 44 K

Bolometers Radiated (and C-EX) power 34 I 34 K
UV Survey Spectrometer Impurity Spectrum (t) 2 64 K

Interference Filter Array Zell(t), H_ light (t), he(r, t) B4 16 K

Table 1.6: Some of TFTR diagnostics.



CHAPTER II

REFLECTOMETRY

This chapter presents a short history of the beginnings of reflectometry, and

describes its basic principles, the propagation of electromagnetic waves in fusion

plasmas, and the different reflectometry techniques.

2.1 History of Reflectometry

2.1.1 The be einines

Since the 1960's research programs in fusion, ionospheric physics, and astro-

physics have led to developments in the study of plasma physics. Reflectometry has

its origins in the field of ionospheric physics, s,6's in which the altitude (position) of

an atmospheric density layer is calculated from the delay time of an electromagnetic

wave after it is reflected off a plasma layer (the cutoff layer) for which the electron

plasma frequency (_v_ = .d__) is equal to the wave frequency _. Reflectometryc0m, e ,'

works under the same principle than the famous RADAR principle (RAdio Detec-

tion And Ranging), except that the refiectometer is reflecting from a plasma and

not from a solid object. For the particular case of laboratory plasmas, the time

delays are so small (of the order of nanoseconds) that the phase difference between

the incident and the reflected waves is measured, rather than the time delay.

14
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• S2.1.2 First ex_perlment in Russia

The first use of reflectometry on fusion plasmas was performed in what at

that time was known as the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) and now

consists of many different and independent nations lr,ts (now frequently refered to as

the "Former Soviet Union" or the Soviet DisUnion). In this experiment Anisimov

used three sources of microwaves to probe the plasma at three different densities.

It was a very simple method compared to today's technology, but it made a proof

of principle of the potentials of the technique. Many others, such as Colchin, 19,2°

Simonet, _t Anoshkin, is Calderon, 2s S_nchez, _*-s2etc. followed up on the idea and

developed it to its present more sophisticated state.

2.1.3 First experiment in USA

The first reflectometry (underground) experiment in the United States was

done by Colchin 19,_°in ORMAK and as he explains in his report "... it cost almost

nothing. The equipment was entirely borrowed; setup, and most of the runs were

made after hours. Hence the 'underground' in the title." They used a frequency

swept microwave source in an attempt to make time resolved density profiles. The

success of this effort indicated that the microwave sweeper held out the promise of

detailed time-resolved density measurements on a shot-to-shot basis.

Since that time, reflectometry at fixed frequencies, narrowband swept fre-

quencies, and broad band swept frequencies has been used in many fusion ex-

periments over the world. For example, reflectometry at fixed frequencies has

been used on the ATC tokamak, s7 on the TORSO stellarator, 4_ on JET, Ise on

TFTII I°°-I°_'m'I°s't°s and on TFR TMto measure density fluctuations. Reflectome-

try over a narrow range was used on TFR to follow the lateral movement of the

discharge and to uetermine when a particular density was reached in the plasma77

and on PLT to control auxiliary high-power plasma heating systems. TM Broadband
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reflectometry was used on DIII-D to measure density profiles of the plasma 93-9sand

density fluctuations. 93

2.2 Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves in Plasmas

This section will present a brief derivation of the equations that describe

the propagation of electromagnetic waves in plasmas with an emphasis on fusion

plasmas.

2.2.1 Maxwell vquations

No paper about electromagnetism can be complete without a presentation of

MaxweU's equations. This section will present some important equations and some

definitions that are the basis of electromagnetism and most of the present work.

MaxweU's equations describe the propagation of electromagnetic waves in a

medium (or plasma). These are (in MKS units): 4'

V. (_. E) = p (Gauss' electric field law) (2.1)

V./_ = 0 (Gauss' magnetic field law) (2.2)

x .E = __0/3 (Faraday's induction law) (2.3)Ot

V x/3 = #o (f+0 ("8t/_)) (generalized Ampdre's law) (2.4)

where:

1. /_ = Electric vector field in Volts/meter.

2. /) = Electric displacement vector field = _./_ in Coulombs/meter 2, where _ is

the permittivity (dielectric tensor) of the medium.
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3. /3 = Magnetic induction vector field =/_H in Teslas, where/z is the perme-

ability of the medium.

4. H = Magnetic field in Ampere-turn/meter.

5. p = Electrical charge density in Coulombs/meter 3.

6. d = Electrical current density vector field in Ampere/meter 2.

7. c = 299,792,456.2 4- 1.1 meters/second, s°

Among the consequences of Maxwell equations, there is the continuity equa-

tion:

-. Op
V.:+_=0 (2.5)

which is derived by taking the divergence (V.) of equation 2.4 above.

A useful quantity in plasma studies is the electric conductivity tensor, $,

defined by:

f---_'g (2.6)

which relates the current density, J, to the applied external electric field in an

anisotropic medium.

The polarization vector field,/3, is another quantity of importance, defined

together with the susceptibility tensor, ;_, as:

: --- (2.7)

and it represents the reaction of the medium (plasma) to the external applied elec-

tric field. Among the conveniences of defining the polarization vector and electric

susceptibility is that it provides us with a divergence-free electric displacement field

in the medium, that is:

x).fi=o (2.8)
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where;

--- + P (2.9)

where by using eq. 2.7 one obtains:

= _0E+ _0_"E (2.10)

and since:
-,t -.

D=_.E (2.11)

then:

Allofthisleadstothepolarizationchargedensity:

p= -V.i 6 (2.13)

2.2.2 The dielectrictensor

The propagationofan electromagneticwaveina plasmacan be described

and/ormodeledby the dielectrictensor,whichrepresentsa measurementofthe

responseofa dielectricmedium toan externallyappliedelectromagneticfield.For

sucha modelitwillbe assumedthat:5's,4s'51-55,132

1. The fields and the velocities are Fourier transformable.

2. The velocity of the species are all the same. This means that the particles

- have no thermal motion.

This description addresses what is known as the cold plasma model; and

even though the model is very simple, these idealizations capture, to a large extent,

the main characteristics of"a plasma response to an external electromagnetic wave.
L

The term "cold _ is used to indicate that the electrons and ions have no thermal
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velocities, except the one that it is induced by the electromagnetic fields of the wave

and the natural gyration motion of the electrons. More details on the dielectric

tensor can be found in the references, such as D. G. Swanson, 4s T. H. Stix, s3-s5

W. P. Allis, 52 H. Meuth, ls2 K. G. Budden, s M. Bornatici, sl V. I. Ginzburg s and

others.

Next consider a particle of mass m° and charge q° that moves with velocity

_7ounder the influence of the Lorentz force in an electric field E and magnetic field

:5,48,51-55,132,8

q,
(/_ + v'_ x B) (2.14)dt mo

along with two of Maxwell's equations:

-, 0B (2.15)= at

where the term e0_ is known as the displacement current of the externally applied

electric field. The equation for the current density is given by:

J = (2.17)
°

which includes all the species of the plasma and it assumes that the plasma is locally

uniform and homogenous. For the study of the oscillatory properties of the plasma,

it can be assumed that the/_,/_ and v"_fields can be Fourier transformed and that

they have the form:

= (2.18)

/_(_', t) -- Bo + Be 'of'''-'') (2.19)

_7o(_',t) - _7oe_cf''_-'`) (2.20)

where B0 is the static part of the magnetic field and it is assumed, without loss of

generality, that it is in the z-direction of the coordinate system, and that ]/_[ << ,--,[/_°["
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Substituting equations 2.18, 2.19, and 2.20 into the equation of motion,

eq. 2.14, and keeping the terms of first order yields:

=q. + ×£) (2.21)

Thisisa systemofthreeequationsinthethreeunknown componentsofthevelocity,

fro.When itissolved,this3 x 3 systemofequationsforthecomponentsof_70yields:

iqo (wE. + ieow°¢Ey) (2.22)V°_ --"
_"(_"--0")2)

iq° (-ie,t,.,o_E= + wE_,) (2.23)""_ = _. (,,,'- ,,,L)
iq°

v°, = E, (2.24)

where:

q' (2.25)

represent the sign of the charge and:

lq.iBo_.o- (2.26)
7ns

is the species cyclotron frequency of the plasma.

This solution can be seen as a matrix multiplied by a vector, that is:

v,, ,-.(,,2-,,I.) =.(.,,:-,,L)
,_.qsw.c sqsw

v'v = =,(,'_-,'L) =.("-,'L) 0 • E_ (2.27)
v,. 0 0 _ E,

Tltl t ttl

Now this matrix can be diagonalized by the rotation of the coordinate system or

what is equivalent, by choosing a coordinate system such that the matrix becomes

diagonal. This coordinate system is given by the transformations:

v+ = v= + i% (2.28)

E+ = E. ± iEz, (2.29)

which are obtained by the usual method of row multiplication and addition such

that the matrix becomes diagonal. Substituting the values for the v°= and v0_ from
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equations 2.22 and 2.23 into equation 2.28, the components of the velocity in the

diagonalized coordinate system become:

iq,

,,+= _. (,.,_:_.,.,.o)E+ (2.30)

In a similar fashion, the current density can be expressed in vector form as:

_,,_._ (i,.,E.-,,,,, Z;,

JY = ,'7' "" ,,"_4. ] (2.31)

• TI%° to

or in the diagonalized coordinate system as:

2

J± = ieo _, w :t:wP•e,w,,E± (2.32)
2

J, = ieo _ w_, E, (2.33)

where:

_o _- n.q_ (2.34)
7r_s_0

is the species plasma frequency in the coordinate system of diagonalization.

Next consider Maxwell's equation 2.16, in particular the current terms on

the right hand side of the equation. This equation can be used to define a new useful

quantity, the dielectric tensor, _, as"

Y- i,o_og= -i_,_o_:•g (2.35)

where the dielectric tensor I_ is given by:

(,,o0/= iD S 0 (2.36)
0 0 P

where:

S = 21(R-t- L)- 1-_ w=w_•-%2 (2.37)
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2

P _= 1-_-_wJAw2 (2.39)

wp_ (2.40)
R = S+D=-l-_'_w(w+e_w,_)

2

L - S-D=I-_ wp_w(w-e.w,_) (2.41)

The notation used here is the familiar notation first used by Stix 53 and are

mnemonics for the words: Sum, Difference, Plasma, Right and Left.

The advantages of these definitions and formulae are that they makes an

excellent launch path for the derivation of the dispersion relation for a wave in a

plasma, which follows next.

Starting with Maxwell's equations 2.3 and 2.4, by taking the curl (i.e., V x)

of equation 2.3 and 2.4, it can be shown that: 4s'53

× (V×E,) = V× - Ot] (2.42)

V xB = I_o J+ Ot ] (2.43)

which under the assumption that the fields are Fourier transformable, becomes:

k x x = k xwB (2.44)

fx g = -Weo#of(./_ (2.45)

Substituting equation 2.44 into equation 2.45 and defining the index of refraction

vector as:
-¢

kc
" (246)n-- _"

W

whose magnitude, n = Igl, represents the ratio of the velocity of light in the medium

to the phase velocity of the wave, yields:

× × + =0 (2.47)
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where the identity:
1

c2 - (2.48)
eo#o

has been used.

Now, without loss of generality, assume the direction of propagation, /_,

of the wave to be in the z-z plane, and since /_ has been already chosen in the

z-direction, equation 2.47 becomes:

iD S - n 2 0 E v = 0 (2.49)
n 2 cos 0 sin 0 0 P - n 2 sin2 0 E_

where 0 is the angle between the propagation vector k and the z-axis. This is the

famous dispersion relationship of the "cold" plasma, and it describes the propagation

modes of waves in the plasma. 4s'ss

In order to have a nontrivial solution the determinant of the matrix must

be zero. This condition gives the final form of the dispersion relation as:

An 4 - Bn _ + O = 0 (2.50)

where:

A =_ Ssin20+Pcos20 (2.51)

B =_ (S+ D)(S- D)sin20+ PS(1 +cos_0) (2.52)

C =_ P(S + D)(S- D)= PRL (2.53)

The solutions can be written in terms of the angle as follows. Start by

substituting equations 2.51, 2.52, and 2.53 into equation 2.50 to obtain:

0= (Ssin' 0 + P cos' O)n'-[LRsin'O+ PS (1 + cos')] n'+ PLR (2.54)

where the identity LR = (S- D)(S + D) has been used. Next, use equation 2.54

twice. The first time express all the sines in terms of cosine using the formula
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sin2 8 = 1 - cos_ 0 and the second time express all the cosine in terms of the sines in

order to obtain two equations, one in terms of cosine only and another one in terms

of sines only. After moving the corresponding terms around in both equations:

s. _- (Ln+Ps).' +PLn = _o_'e[(P- s)._+(LR- PS).'] (2.55)
e.' - 2es.'+eL_ = s_n'O[(P- S),__+(LR- PSI.'] (2.56/

Taking the ratio of equations 2.55 and 2.56 above, yields:

sin_e Pn 4 - 2PSn _ + PLR

cos2e - Sn 4 -(LR + PS)n 2 + PLR (2.57)

The numerator and denominator can be factored into the form:

P (n' - R)(n' - L)

tan'e - -(Sn_ - _ RL) (_' - P) (2.58)

where the general condition for resonance (where n z ---,c_ or )_---,0) is given by:

P

tan' e = - -_ (2.59)

and the general condition for cutoff (where n 2 = 0 or )_ _ ¢x_)is given by:

C = P(S + D)(S- D) = 0 (2.60)

There are two special cases for the propagation of a wave in a plasma. These

are propagation parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. This paper deals

only with propagation perpendicular to the magnetic field. For such waves there

exist two modes of propagation:

1. n _ = P, known as the Ordinary mode or O-mode.

2. n 2 - a_..&known as the eXtraordinary mode or X-mode.m $ ,
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2.2.3 Properties of the O- and X-modes

This section presents some of the properties of the solution to a wave propa-

gating perpendicular to the magnetic field of the plasma, the so called Ordinary and

extraordinary waves. From here on, only the first order terms will be considered on

the formulas and derivations.

The Ordinary mode The Ordinary wave follows the dispersion relation

given by:

n_ = P = I- _ w_. (2.61)tO2
8

orwhen onlytheelectronsareconsidered,inthesimplerform:

2

w2 (2.62)

2
which shows the dependence of the wave on the local density, since wp, (r) = m,_0 "

The dispersion relation, equation 2.62, does not show any dependence on the mag-

netic field. This is because the electric field,/_, of the Ordinary wave is parallel to

the magnetic field, B, so that the particles (electrons) do not experience any effect

from the magnetic field. There is no resonance (except for w = 0, which does not

count because it is basically D.C.) and the cutoff condition, n 2 = 0, occurs only

at w = wpo(re), the electron plasma frequency. There can be no propagation (as

discussed in section 2.6.2) for w < wp,, since this makes n 2 < 0, and n _ _ 1 as

w _ co, making the O-mode dispersion relation among the simplest and easiest to

work with.

The propagation of the O-mode is characterized by a direction of propaga-

tion, _, perpendicular to the magnetic field,/_0, and an electric field,/_, parallel to

the externally applied magnetic field, B'*0.
,
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The eXtraordinary mode For the eXtraordinary wave the story be-

comes a little more complicated, with a dispersion relation given by:

n_ = (S+D)(S-D)S (2.63)

which can be express in terms of the electron frequencies as:

2 w 2 - w_, (2.64)n_c - 1 - wP----Z_

The resonances, n_c ---,oo, for the X-mode are given by the equations:

2 2 (2.65)toniH = tope"4"U;ec

)_+. (2.66/

where the subscripts refer to the Upper-Hybrid and Lower-Hybrid respectively, and

some terms of the order m have been neglected. The cutoff, n 2 ---.0, occurs at:lrn I

wx = =k-_ + + (2.67)pe \2/

where two negative roots have been discarded. The two cutoffs are referred to as the

upper (+) and the lower (-) cutoffs, 67or as the right (+) and left (-) cutoffs, 53's4or

as the fast (+) and slow (-) waves 48(because of their phase velocities), respectively.

Because of the number of different solutions and the many variables involved in

plasma wave propagation problems, the solutions become extremely complicated. A

popular way to sketch these solutions is the famous Clemmow-Mullaly-Allis diagram

or CMA diagram. 4s In this type of diagram the cutoffs and resonances are plotted

as curves as a function of the normalized density, _, and the normalized magnetic

field, _w , for a one species plasma. An example is shown in Figure 2.1.48 The z and

y axes are not linear. This is done to be able to include all of the boundaries in

a clear fashion. A complete description of the CMA can be fund in the references,

such as Budden, 5 Ginzburg, s Swanson, 4s and others. 51-55,133
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2.2. THE CMA DIAGRAM
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Figure 2.1: CMA diagram with allboundaries and the wave normal sur-
faces.
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For the propagation of the X-mode the propagation vector, k, is again per-

pendicular to the magnetic field, /_0, but the electric field, E, is perpendicular to

the magnetic field, B0.

2.2.4 Advantages and d|0advanta_es of each mode

O-mode The O-mode has the advantage of having an extremely simple

dispersion equation. Because of this, the formulae associated with the calculation

of the density profile can be done analytically using an Abel inversion technique,

as described in section 2.5.1. The problem with the Abel inversion is that it has an

integral over frequency space from 0 to w_,jl,_ti_,,, something technically hard to do

because there is no microwave generator that can go from 0 Hz to about 100 GHz

in a reasonable amount of time. The way that physicists have gone around this

problem is by assuming a density profile at the edge and starting the frequency

sweep at a more reasonable frequency. 7''4a While this introduces some error in

the technique, generally good agreement has been found between this and other

diagnostic techniques. Because of the simplicity of the dispersion equation, it is the

oldest technique in laboratory reflectometry and the one that people have the most

experience.

A minor disadvantage of the O-mode is that it cannot probe the back of the

density profile on toroidal devices (where B (R) = _), past the point of maximum

density because of the single dependence of the dispersion relation on the density

profile. Nor can it be used to probe the outer edge of the plasma, because the long

wavelengths of the frequencies necessary to probe the plasma edge will reduce and

degrade the spatial resolution of the beam.

X-mode Because the X-mode has a more complicated dispersion equa-

tion (compared with the one for the O-mode), an analytical inversion is not pos-
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sible or known. However it has the advantage of being able to probe the edge of

the plasmasl starting with the electron cyclotron frequency (equation 2.20) at that

point, l:s whereas the O.mode has to use very low frequencies at such low densities.

At the edge of the plasma, where n, _ 0, the cutoff and the electron resonance

layers become closer;thus, some of the wavesmay pass through the evanescent part

of the plasma and be absorbed at the electron resonance layer. Regardless of this,

the X-mode wave makes it easier to probe the edge of the plasma (as compared to

the O-mode). This advantage has been used in ASDEX (R. Schubert i:s) to study

the density profile at the edge of the plasma in front of the RF-heating antenna.

Another advantage of the X-mode is that because of the dual dependance

of the dispersion relation on the density and the magnetic field, the X-mode wave

can propagate past the point of maximum density and probe the back of the density

profile (this is for toroidal devices, because B (R) oc _ and as long as the density

is sufficiently low). Some knowledge of the magnetic field profile is needed, but

this is not a major obstacle because the usual assumption that B (R) oc _ can be

used. The scanning capabilities of the X-mode are restricted by the position of the

second harmonic resonancelayer and not by the peakedness of the density profile as

compared with the O-mode wave. This does not present a problem, since as can be

seen in Figure 2.2, ford typical n, oc [1- (_)°]_ density profile, the first frequency

for the second harmonic resonance corresponds to the probing frequency for the

innermost part of the density profile. This region is usually of less interest, because

the radial profile is normally assumed to be symmetric in the minor radius. The

density profile has been superimposed to show its effect on the cutoff frequencies

(X-mode upper and lower cutoff) and on the Upper and Lower Hybrid resonance

frequencies. Figure 2.2 shows some of the different resonances and cutoffs for an

X-mode wave; from the position of these resonances, it is clear that a wale in

the frequency range of the reflectometer (90 to 120 GHz) launched from the low'
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field side of the plasma will always reach the cutoff before it reaches the Upper

Hybrid and/or Electron Cyclotron resonances. The toroidal field coil current, It,

the corresponding magnetic field, Bo, the central density, n, (0), and coefficients for

the assumed density profile (a and _) are shown in the figure. The density profile

is plotted to show the general shape of a typical plasma and to show the effect of

the density profile on the plasma frequencies.

2.2.5 Solution to the wave equation in a plasma

The wave equation has the general form:

+ at2 - o (2.(m)

where the general electric vector field has a dependance on both the position, r_ and

the time, t. Solution of this equation at any point and time is rather difficult. So,

as usual, different approximations for different conditions and regions of the plasma

have been found. The importviL_e of finding such solutions for refiectometry is that

the phase of the reflecting wave can be obtained from such solutions, and from the

phase, the density profile can be reconstructed. Some of these approximations and

solutions follow.

Geometrical optics solution The geometric optical appoximation can

be used to calculate the phase for a wave propagating in a fusion plasma given that

some assumptions about the plasma medium are made. This assumptions are:s4

I. The effects of the toroidal curvature will be ignored. This is a valid assumption,

since the wave is launched along the minor radius and the beam width is much

smaller than the major radius of the device. Any waves not propagating in

the direction of the major radius will be reflected away from the collecting _

antenna and are very unlikely to be detected.
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Figure 2.2: Plot of the different frequencies for a plasma with a density

profile of the type n, (r) 0( (1 - (_)')a and with a magnetic field (in Teslas)

of the form B (R)oc _, where r is the minor radius, a is the plasma edge
minor radius and R is the major radius. DENS0 is the center density.
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2. The electron density, n,, has only a radial dependence. As long as the data is

collected in about 200 p-seconds the average density will be time independent.

3. The magnetic field, B, has only a radial dependence too. Here again, the

effects of the toroidal curvature are ignored and a time independent magnetic

field is assumed for the time scales of the collection of the data.

4. The fields are Fourier transformable in time.

5. Absorption is neglected.

On the basis of the above assumptions, equation 2.68 becomes:

dr 2 + _-e,(_', w)E(r-') = 0 (2.69)

where ¢,(_', w) - n 2 is the relative permittivity and n is the index of refraction.

For a 100% homogeneous plasma, i.e., for e, - _2 _ constant, the solution

becomes:

E(r) = E0e+i_ " (2.70)

whereEo issimplya constantand thephaseisgivenby:

wnr

- _ (2.71)
c

To add more reality to the problem, consider e_(r) as a slowly changing

function of r; in such a case, a reasonable approximation is to substitute the term

nr in equation 2.71 by the average refraction coei_cient over the ray path. Then

the phase wiU become:

= w_f,_ n(r,w)dr (2.72)C 1

where rl, r2 are the end points of the path along the minor radius of the plasma.

This by itself is the solution of the geometrical optics approximation, or

the WKB or WKBJ approximation, first introduced by Jeffreys s7 and developed
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for quantum mechanics and the Schrbdinger equation by Wentzel, ss Kramers, s_ and

Brillouin? ° It holds only when e,(r) changes slowly over the length of an electro-

magnetic wave, that is, when:

_(r)d_,Cr) << _,(r). (2.73)dr

for which A(r) is the wavelength at position r. This condition is equivalent to:

A

L,-7<<_ (2.74)
for the O-mode and to:

A A
<<1 (2.75)

L." Ls

for the X-mode, where L.. is the electron density gradient scale length:

(d../_1
L..=_. \ d_/ (2.76)

and Lg is the magnetic field gradient scde length:

L8= B _ (2.77/

Series solution Others have obtained solutions by assuming other forms

for the solution. Ginzburg s seeks a solution by assuming a solution in the form of a

series, as:

E(r) = __, _ EiCr)e +'?*c') (2.78)
j=0

where ,k(r) and Ei(r) are unknown functions. Substituting equation 2,78 into equa-

tion 2.69, collecting terms of equal powers in _ and setting the terms of each of the
C

_ powers of _ to 0, yields:

(2.79)

E0(_)= Ao(,(_,_))-; C2.s0)

,1 (aEoCz)) IE,(_) = (_(r,_))-;f,l _ _ _ ,=,,(_(_',_))-_d_' (2.81)
• (2.82)
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Assuming that only the first term of the series is significant, the solution is:

E(,) = A0(.(,,_))-_ _ £:"_'"_"e (2.83)

which is very similar to the solution for constant n(r,w) and even more interesting

is that the phase solution is exactly the same.

If n(r, w) is monotonic, a sumcient condition for the validity of equation 2.83

is that:

w n _ 2_rL,,
>> 1 (2.84)II-

where L,, =- n 2 (_)-1 is the gradient scale length of the refractive index, n. Physi-

cally, the above equation means that the local wavelength of the probing wave must

be much smaller than the local gradient scale length of the refractive index.

Solution at the reflection layer An exact solution for the wave equa-

tion in the neighborhood of the reflecting layer has been calculated for an electro-

magnetic wave moving in the ionosphere, s,s The assumptions to reach this solution

are:

1. The plasma electron density is monotonically increasing with decreasing minor

radius.

2. The plasma is coUisionless.

3. The density, he(r), is approximately linear around the neighborhood of the

reflection layer. In his derivation, Budden 5 shows that a sufficient condition

for ne(r ) to be considered quasi-linear is that:

dne
d_'(_) I,- _1<<_ (2.85)dr 2 dr

where rc is the position where the wave is reflected or the cutoff"position.
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In this region of quasi-linearity the relative permittivity of the plasma can

be expressed as:

_,= a0(r- to) (2.80)

whereaoisa constant.Under thisconditionthewaveequationbecomes:

+ - = 0 (2.sz)

Thishappenstobe one ofStokes'differentialequationswithsolutionsintermsof

the famousAiryintegrals.IsoInhisderivation,Budden5 shows thatthe solution

atthereflectionlayermatchesthesolutionofthegeometricalopticsapproximation

witha differenceofa termof_ due tothereflectionofthewave.The finalsolution

forthephaseis:

C t

in which the factor of 2 comes from assuming a symmetrical path of the incident

and reflected wave to and from the reflecting layer.

One dimensional full wave analysis. A one dimensional full wave so-

lution to the wave equation of a reflectometer beam has been done and studied

by Hutchinson. 34 The analysis is based on the first Born approximation (which

is not a full wave solution, but another type of solution), dating back at least to

Pitteway (1959). 36 Even though it is a one dimensional approach, Hutchinson's

solution includes some features (such as, wave attenuation due to beam divergence

and/or absorption by the medium) that correspond to multidimensional analysis of

_ thewave.Thisisdoneby consideringthecasewherethewave number,k,and the

solutiontothewaveequationarecomplex.Thisanalysisdiffersfromthemore usual

WKBJ approximations,sinofferinga solutionconsistentwiththefullwaveproblem

but requitingthattheperturbationstothedensityprofilearesmall.Incompari-

son,theWKBJ approximationignoresthefinitewavelengthbutcan be appliedto_

zero-orderproblems,and hencetolargeperturbations,atleastinprinciple.
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The assumptions for this model are:

1. Consider a plasma slab in which all gradients are perpendicular to the magnetic

field.

2. Without loss of generality, assume that the magnetic field, /_, is in the _-

direction and the wave propagates in a direction parallel to the gradients,

which it is taken in the _-direction.

3. Next, assume that the plasma can be described by a local response in the form

of a dielectric tensor, i, that is a function only of the frequency, w, and the

position, x, such that the wave equation is:

_2_ -.

- E 0 (2.89)

4. Finally, assume that the cross terms e=, and %, are zero.

Under these assumptions, equation 2.89 can be separated into the two de-

coupled scalar wave equations:

w 2

+ -5 E, = 0 (2.9o)

for the O-mode, and:

%"e"v Ev = 0 (2.91 )

for the X-mode, where the values for the components of the dielectric tensor are

given by:

¢,,, = 1 - w_
(2.92)

e_ = e._ (2.93)
2

¢=II = i WPeWec
wCw' -w_¢) (2.94)

e_= = -e=v (2.95)

e,, - w2 (2.96)
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Both ofequations2.90and 2.91areoftheHclmholtztype,thatis,ofshe

form:

(/2,0 k7
dz----i + (x) ¢ - 0 (2,97)

where the parameter k (z) is an arbitrary function of x. In the particular case of

the O-mode. k is given by:

.... (2.9s)(z)=

= k_(1 n_(x_,)n'(z)) (2.991

where k. = _ and n, {zc) i,_the cridca.l den,_it.y,or the density a_ the cutoff, given

by'.
,,d2 CO'O'l,e

(2.100)
'°(_")- q2

arad n.. (x) is the local density, While for the X-mode. k is given by:

(2.1oI)

Equation '2,97 i._a _ec'ond order linear differcntia,l cque_tion with two linearly

independent, solutions, call them _,_ and _"2. The one that represents the physical

solution has to go to zero a.s x _ ec. Without loss of generality, it can be assume

that t)a is such • solution. A perturbation on the amplitude of the density (like the

fluctuations due to MHD and other instabilities) will induce n similar porturbation

on the w_ve number, k. because as it can be seen from equations 2.98 and 2.101

above:

k = k (u:._) (2.102)

= k(u,_o(,_) ) (2.103)

for both the O-mode and the X-mode. So, by ¢zdding a small perturbation to the

k due to r,hc perturbation on the density, the new solution to equation 2.97 can be
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and

_ _o + _ (2.104)

where the symbol " stands for the perturbed part of the new solution. Then

equation 2.97 becomes:

d_-'_+ko'_= -_o (2.105)

whichstillisintheformofHelrnholtzequationsand itssolutioncanbefoundusing

theubiquitousGreenfunctions.Green'stheorysaysthatgivenan equationofthe

form:

d2_
d---_ + h'_ = f (,) (2.106)

with boundary conditions:

_,(_--,oo)= 0 (2.107)

U(_b(zo)) - 0 (2.108)

whereU (_)isa linearcombinationoperatorofqJand _, evaluatedatsome refer-

encepoint,Zo,insideofthevacuum region,thenthesolutiontotheboundaryvalue

problemisgivenby:

_(z) = f=_ G(z,y)f(y)dy (2.109)

whereG (z,y)isthesolutiontotheequation:

d2C(_,y)
+ h'G(z,!t) = 6(z - lt) (2.110)dz 2

and G(z,y)isgiven by:

G(. l/) = gh(Y)(g',(z)-U(q"'(z°))'g',(z)) 1' U (_bl(zo)) W (!t)'for z < l/(2.111)

= g'xCz)(g',(!t)-U(g"(z°))_,(It)) 1U (_bl(zo)) W (y)'for Y < z (2.112)

where W (z) is the Wronskian, given by:

W(z)-_x(z)_b_(z)-q_,(z)q_(z) (2.113)
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where the primes symbol, ', denotes differentiation with respect to the argument of

the function. The Green's function solution for the perturbation problem will be

good provided that ¢ ,_ ¢o for all x. Setting the zeroth solution to be:

¢o = ¢1 (2.114)

and setting:

f(') = -/_'¢1 (2.115)

on equation2.106,togetherwiththe boundaryconditionthatequation2.109is

evaluatedatapointon thevacuum region,thenthesolutionfortheperturbedpart

ofthesolutionforthewave equationisoftheform:

o

Thus,thefirstorderperturbationsolutiontothewaveequationusingGreen'sfunc-

tionsisa linearcombinationofthetwo independentsolutionstotheunperturbed

problem,withcoefficientsgivenby equation2.116.

Inhiswork,Hutchinsona4proposesthatthekey principaleffectsoftrans-

versewave spreadingcanreasonablybe modelledby theadditionofan imaginary

part to k2. This imaginary part is regarded as a parameter that can be adjusted to

model approximately the effect of a specific antenna configuration.

Continuing with the derivation, it is assumed that in the vacuum region,

where/_ is constant, the unperturbed solution, ¢1, can be decomposed into forward

and backward propagating waves; that is:

g'x = Ale ih'(=-'°) + Ble -i_'(=-=°) (2.117)

where the time dependent factor e-_'a is understood and A1 and B1 are the complex

amplitudes of the forward and backward waves. Then at the reference point position,
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Zo, the amplitudes of the wave are:

1( (2.118)A_ = _- k. J

I ( /_B_ = _ ,/,1+ _,,) (2.119)

The second solution, ¢=, can be expressed in a similar form, that is, with amplitudes

A: and B: which are free to choose as needed, as long as the result is linearly

independent of the solution _I. Thus, the amplitudes for the second solution, _:,

can be:

A: = -iAI (2.120)

B: = iBI (2.121)

For such solutions the Wronskian at the point z = z0 is:

W(zo) = (Ax+B1)ik,,(A2-B=)-(An+B=)ik,,(AI-B1) (2.122)

= 4k, A_Bz (2.123)

= /¢, (g,1= + -_-v=) (2.124)

From general Wronskian theory as it is known that for an equation of the form of

equation 2.97, which has no first order term, the Wronskian, equation 2.113, is a

constant independent of z. Thus, for the present case, the value of W (z) given by

equation 2.122 at the point z0 is the same for all z in the plasma.

Under the assumption that the physical situation to be described is one in

which the launched (forward) wave amplitude is determined by the apparatus used

and is fixed, then the boundary condition to be applied to the forward amplitude of

the perturbation should be zero. This will require the condition:

I
U(_) = "'=o (2.125)
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From this choice of amplitude and boundary conditions it can be obtained:

,4,- ( .12B)

and consequentlytheperturbationgivesa forwardand backwardamplitudesof:

._ = 0 (2.127)

and:

= _ dz (2.128)

- -2iB- _ dz (2.129)

which is the general form of the perturbation solution and its importance is that

from it the phase difference of the reflected wave can be obtained. The phase can

be calculated from equation 2.128 for the total reflected wave, BI + B, whose phase

angle relative to BI is:

_- -2_ (/ /_'-_d=) (2.130)

where the perturbation _ is small and _ (f) is the real part operator of f. Thus the

perturbation on the phase of a wave can be calculated from the perturbation on the

k (n,) of the wave. This approach to calculate the phase of the wave can be used

when the perturbations to the density profile (and the k) are small, but the effect

of these perturbations on the phase are not neglegible.

This section presented a derivation to calculate the phase changes due to

the effects of density fluctuations on the traveling wave as it propagates through

the plasma. The solution can be used to study fluctuations in the phase of the

wave due to such effects as line density ripple interference and Bragg effect from

density fluctuations. This solution provides a relatively simple one-dimensional full

wave analysis that includes some effects (like beam dispersion and absorption by

the plasma) which are characteristic of multidimesional analysis, without the usual

complications that acompany multidimensional analysis derivations.
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2.3 ReflectornetryTechnq t_e_s

Reflectometry techniques have the advantages of requiring little access to

the plasma, being non disturbing to the plasma, can probe the edge as well as the

center of the plasma and providing density fluctuation information and/or density

profile information, depending on the mode of operation and the technique being

used. Each of these techniques has its advantages and disadvantages. A description

of these follows.

2.3.1 F|xed frequency

Fixed frequency reflectometry has been used to provide information on the

inception of a cutoff layer (that is, when a particular density or the peak density is

reached some where in the plasma)17'Is,3s"s; for movements and/or fluctuations of

the cutoff layer23,3°,12s(fluctuations in the density); for drift waves and transport

studies, 2''s°'s°'s1''s'1°'''°4-'_s''1' and for correlation fluctuations studies in which the

signals from two or more independent sources are correlated 1°3,s4"s6to obtain infor-

mation on radial coherence, s1'11s-12°In principle, these fixed frequency techniques

are simple, compared with broad band swept frequency techniques, since there is

only one frequency to observe and availability of components and matching is easy

and reliable. The first experiments using fixed frequency reflectometry were done

by Anisimov 17and Anoshkin TMin the Alpha device in the 1960s.

After Anoshkin's experiments, fixed frequency reflectometry for density fluc-

tuations became extremely popular. Other diagnostics can provide density fluctua-

tion information, but they are confined to the edge and disturb the plasma around

them (like Langmuir probes), or are more complicated in design, are expensive, and

require more access to the plasma, such as the Heavy Ion Beam Probe (HIBP), or

may have poor spatial resolution (e.g., Far Infrared scattering because of the large
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scattering volume).

Two or more probing beam frequencies in the same antenna system can be

used to do fluctuation correlation studies, in which the fluctuations at the radial

reflection points of the corresponding probing beams can be cross correlated to

obtain information such as the correlation length, normalized coherence, cross power

spectral intensity (CPSI), cross phase of the fluctuation, and the radial width of a

coherent fluctuation, s4,ss

2.3.2 Narrow band swept frequency

Narrow band or FM reflectometers have been used to measure the approx-

imate position and movement of the cutoff layer, TM to determine the inception of

the cutoff density (as in PLTT'), to control auxiliary high power plasma heating

systems and to infer density profiles if multiple sources are used. 9_'93'4s'46They are

very much like narrow band FM radar as described by Doane TM and Lehecka. 92'93

The idea of using multiple sources to calculate the density profile of a plasma was

first mentioned by A. I. Ani,imov 17 in 1961, and it is used in tokamaks like RTP. 24

2.3.3 Broadband swept frequency

Broadband reflectometry was first proposed by Cano and Cavallo 14°in 1980.

They proposed the determination of the density profile of a tokamak plasma by

sweeping the probing frequency beam over the whole bandwidth of the waveguide

and calculating the density profile out of the recorded phase of the reflected wave.

After that, the method was tested by F. Simonet n,22 on the TFR tokamak using

the O-mode of propagation and by others in different experiments, like Petula-

B,4s'44DIII-D, "-sT TF-1, 67JET," Wendelstein VII-AS, 31,1_RFX, 1_2ASDEX, 124-127

TORE-SUPltA 1_' and others.
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The method was able to provide very detailed profiles, but it was apparent

that determining the complete density profile for a large tokamak plasma would

require a large number of reflectometers working at adjacent frequency bands. This

appeared to be an inherent problem with the O-mode propagation because to scan

a plasma from an edge density of 0 to a density of n0 the frequency band has to

be from 0 Hz to a_0. On a fusion plasma with w0 = 50 GHz, it puts an impossible

demand on the swept wave oscillator and the waveguide, since there is no oscillator

with a frequency band from 0 to 50 GHz and no waveguide that works over that

entire frequency band. Sweeping from some w,,_, .-., wo has been done, but the error

introduced by the missing information can be significant. This is an advantage of

the X-mode over the O-mode, since to probe the plasma from the edge at density

0 to some point inside the plasma at density n0 the X-mode wave frequency goes

from the electron cyclotron frequency (some 50 GHz for a typical plasma) to the

frequency of the cutoff. This makes it possible in principle to reduce the number

of waveguides penetrating the vacuum vessel to one or two. The problem with the

X-mode is that its index of refraction depends on the total magnetic field as well as

the density profile, so a reasonable knowledge or model of the magnetic field in the

region of propagation must be available.

The profile inversion is among the important differences between the O-mode

and the X-mode. For the O-mode the density profile can be obtained by an Abel

inversion of the data. This is possible because of the relatively simple form of the

index of refraction and the single dependence on the density. For the X-mode, the

index of refraction is a complicated function of the density and the local magnetic

field. So an analytical solution as in the case of the Abel inversion for the O-mode is

not known, and a numerical solution is necessary. Numerical algorithms have been

developed by H. Bottollier et al.43 and by E. J. Doyle.94'°7 Bottollier's method has

some numerical instability problems during the profile inversion. Doyle's method is
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similar to Bottollier's but it does not suffer from the numerical instability problems

encountered by Bottollier.

2.3.4 AM technique

On the Amplitude Modulated (AM) reflectometer the amplitude of the prob-

ing signal (in the range of GHz) is modulated (with a sinusoidal envelope) at a

frequency on the order of MHz before launching it to the plasma. The advantage

of this method is that phase tracking of the wave can be done at the modulation

frequency of the sinusoidal envelope, reducing the phase shift. The group delay

time, r, of the reflected signal can be easily evaluated from the phase delay, A_, as:

r- Ow - fl (2.131)

where f_ is the modulation frequency of the probing wave. A generic block diagram

of a typical AM (sinusoidal modulation) reflectometer 2s's2 system is shown in Fig-

ure 2.3. This technique has been used in machines like PBX-M as to measure the

edge density profile. The schematics for the AM reflectometer used in PBX-M is

shown in Figure 2.4. Note the simplicity of the diagram as compared to the dual

frequency phase difference reflectometer in Figure 4.1.

Some of the problems with an AM reflectometer are fast density fluctuations,

pulse/envelope deformation, and parasitic reflections. The fast density fluctuations

affect the signal by phase and amplitude oscillations. This effect can be significantly

reduced provided that the modulation frequency is larger than the frequencies of

the amplitude oscillations of the reflected signal. Pulse deformation is due to the

response of the square law detector to higher order derivatives of the phase delay

versus frequency and spectra deformation by dispersive effects of the waveguides and

plasma. This presents a problems for pulse reflectometry (section 2.3.6), because of

the broad spectrum of the square pulse. Since the AM (sinusoidal modulation) signal
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Figure 2.3: Generic diagram for an AM reflectometer system.
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is made up of only three frequency components, the deformation due to dispersion of

the waveguide and plasma is minimal, and it can be totally suppressed by removing

the carrier frequency or one of the side bands. 2s'3_

2.3.5 Dual frequency phase difference technique

The dual frequency phase difference technique uses the difference in phase

between two probing frequencies that are separated by a constant 6w and a technique

similar to the one used by Doyle94'97to reconstruct the density profile by adding

the pieces of phase differences as the density profile is reconstructed. Since this

technique uses the phase difference between the side bands, the fringe count is

smaller than it is with the full phase detection technique. With the continuous full

phase detection scheme a count of over 1000 fringes is observed, and keeping track

is extremely difficult. With the dual frequency phase difference, the fringe count

is on the order of 5 fringes, an easy task for the hardware. 2s'39'4° More details are

presented in section 2.5.2.

2.3.6 Pulse radar technique

A radar pulse of microwaves can be used to determine the density profile by

either calculating the time of flight of the pulse (as is done in ionospheric studies s'6's)

or by using the change in shape of the reflected pulse. The time of flight has

been used on ionospheric plasmas for a long time. The use of this technique for

laboratory plasmas was first proposed by Golant TM and later implemented on T-10

by Vershkov. TM

Hugenholtz s_'ss and others 41'lss''ss''ss have proposed using an ultrafast mi-

crowave radar pulse to determine the plasma density. They proposed sending into

the plasma a square radar pulse of waves composed of a broad band of frequencies.

The reflection of the different frequencies at different density layers will change the
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shape of the returning radar pulse. The deformation on the pulse signal is due to

the response of the square law detector to higher order derivatives of the phase delay

versus frequency, and spectra deformation by dispersive effects of the waveguides

and plasma. This presents some problems for pulse reflectometry, because of the

broad spectrum of the square pulse. Nevertheless, from the new shape of the re-

fleeted pulse, the information on the density can be decoded. Computer simulations

of this concept indicates that a pulse rise/fall time on the order of 200 picoseconds

will be required to see any measurable change. For time delay measurements, a

rise/fall time of about 1 nanosecond is necessary to get a reflected pulse of the same

shape as the incident pulse.

2.3.7 Other techniques

Measurement of magnetic fluctuations Recent research by Bretz and

Vahala, 11s'114and others 69-zl'Ts'74has suggested that the fluctuations in the magnetic

field can be determined by the study of the O _ X mode conversion. The interested

reader is referred to the original articles in the references.

Small scale edge fluctuation_ It has been proposed by Garc/a 116 that

the spatial location of small scale fluctuations at the edge of a fusion plasma can be

determined by analyzing the enhanced scattering of a reflectometry signal on the

reflection layer at the edge of the plasma, where the nonhomogeneous fluctuations

of the plasma are strong. For his theory, Garcla considers a slab model and an

O-mode of propagation for the wave.
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2.4 Measuring Density F luctu.a__ti_o_ns_

Reflectometry works on the principle of the total reflection of an electro-

magnetic wave by a cutoff layer in a plasma. Such reflection occurs at the point

where the ind : of refraction becomes equal to zero, i.e., n 2 = 0.

The basic principle of the reflectometer is shown in Figure 2.5. From this

basic schematic it can be seen that the signal from the source is divided into two

signals: the reference signal and the probing signal. The probing signal is launched

into the plasma, and as the wave propagates through the plasma, the index of

refraction decreases until it becomes zero, at which point the wave is reflected back,

collected by a second antenna, and fed into the phase detector to be compared in

phase with the reference signal.

Analytically, the process can be seen as follows. First, ignore the effect of the

plasma in front of the reflection layer on the incident wave. Under this assumption

the signal path length, L0, is equal to a certain number of wavelengths, call it a,

then:

Lo = aA (2.132)

= ¢---'A (2.133)27r

A similar argument is true for the signal in the reference path, that is:

L, = bA (2.134)

= ¢---_"A (2.135)2_r

where ¢o and ¢, are the probing signal phase and the reference signal phase, respec-

tively. Solving for the phases and using c = Af gives:

¢, = L, w-- (2.136)C
to

¢, = L,- (2.137)C
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Figure 2.5: Basic schematic of a reflectometer.
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Then the phase difference at the detector becomes:

= = (L.- (2.38)
C

where _ is the phase difference between the probing signal and the reference signal.

For a refiectometer, a change in the phase difference, 6_, can be produced by

a change in frequency, w, or by a change and/or motion of the reflection layer, thus

producing a change in the signal path length, L,. The reference path remains electri-

cally constant. Then using variational analysis, the change in the phase difference,

84,, is given by:

8¢ = 8(L,- L,)w-+ (L,- L,)6__w (2.139)
C C

From this equation it can be seen that in the case that the frequency, w, is held

constant (gw = 0), the changes in the phase difference can only come from changes

in the probing signal path, L,, and this is a direct measurement of the motion of the

reflection layer. For the other mode, in which it is assumed that there are no changes

in the probing signal path (6 (L0 - L,) = 0), the changes in the phase difference can

only come from the change in frequency, 8oJ.

Thus in the fixed frequency (5_ = 0) mode of operation, the changes in

phase difference can be used to measure changes (fluctuations) in the density layer.

While in the swept frequency mode (assuming 5(L, - L,) = O) the value of L, - L,

can be calculated, and the position of the density layer and hence the density profile

can also be calculated.

2.4.1 Usin_ the O-modev

Because of the single dependence on the density, the availability of frequency

sources in the range of the O-mode, and the simple form of the index of refraction,

equation 2.62, the O-mode was the first to gain popularity in the fusion commu-

nity. Among the first to work with the O-mode were Anisimov, 17 Anoshkin, TMand
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Colchin.1''a°Some modern fusionexperimentsusingO-mode reflectometersare

TFR 21,76,77JET,eS,7o,lseTFTR, losPLT,TM ASDEX,ta4,12sDIII.D,9_-,e.la0,142RTP,24

JT-O0,TM TEXT, Is°and ATF.s4'ss

2.4.2 Us|n_ the X-mode

Becauseofthedependenceon boththedensityand themagneticfield,and

thecomplicatedform oftheindexofrefraction,equation2.03,X-mode reflectom-

etrywas exploredlaterthan O-mode. Some usersofX-mode reflectometersare

TFTR, I°s'I°7WendelsteinVII-AS,_s,slATF,s4,ssDIII.D,'4-s7ASDEX, 134-I_zUragan-

3M,1_sand Petula-B.4a

2.5 Measuring the Density Profile

2.5.1 Profilereconstructionusingthe O-mode

The reconstructionofthedensityprofileusingtheO-mode isachievedwith

an Abelinversiontechnique,s,s,47,s4The derivationstartswithequation2.88:

=
11"

- (2.140)

which represents the phase change of a probing wave of frequency a_after reflection

on the cutoff layer. Proceed by differentiating with respect to the probing frequency,

_, to obtain:

= 2_ ,o .dcwnCr,w))er_c#n(rc(w),_v) dm (2.142)c ,(,)¢/_

usingthecutoffconditionatre(w)forw,givesnn(rc(w),w)= 0,sothatthesecond

term abovevanishesaslongas _ isbounded.Now equation2.142transforms
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into:

d_b(_)
__ 2 f', d (wn(r,w))dr (2.143)d_ c _(w)d_

It has been shown by Budden s that a packet of waves of frequency w travels

with velocity _ parallel to the density gradient, where V_ is given by:

c d

- dw (wnCr, w)) (2.144)

where _ is the component of the group velocity, Vs, parallel to the density gradient

of the plasma. Then the group refractive index is defined as:

c

n'Cr,w ) = _ (2'145)

= d (2.148)d_

which allows equation 2.143 to be written as'

d_(w)
__ 2_f,o n'(r,w)dr (2.147)de# c c(_,)

and

d_(w)
r- dw (2.148)

where I"is defined as the delay time. 137

For the particular case of the O-mode, the refractive index is given by equa-

tion 2.62 as:

no(r,w)= 1- w2 ) (2.149)

where the plasma frequency, w_: is related to the local electron density by equa-

tion 2.34:

w_(r) - n,(r)q_ (2.150)
W1te_O

and theprobingfrequency,w,isgivenby a similarequation:

w2 _ n,(rc)q_ (2.151)
_eeO
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where n, (re) is the density at the reflection layer for the probing frequency w (or

the cutoff density or the critical density).

From equation 2.149 the group refractive index can be derived, that is:

n'(r,w)= i ....... _2 /..... (2.152)

Substituting into equation 2.147 yields:

----- = - I - dr (2.153)dw c ,(_,) w3

or

,Z,0( ),= _ .(.) _z _ _p,(r) dr (2.154)

A change of variable on the integration, from r ---,w_, can be performed, since:

r -- r(_.) (2.155)

and vice versa:

Thus equation 2.154 becomes:

1 d@(w) 2 o 1 dr d_ (2.157)

This transforms it into an Abel-like form:

1 dO(_) I [_ I dr

-
(2.158)

d¢(_) i o i dr

d(w _) = c f_ (w_ _ w_) _ d(w_i d(w_) (2.159)

Substituting w_ --, t, _ _ z, gives:

dz - T (z - t)_ dt (2.160)
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By making the substitutions:

f(z) = d@(z) (2.101)dz

and

_(t)- -I d_(t) (2.1_2)c dt

one obtains the Abel equation given in Ari'ken:47

f(x)=L'(_(tl),dt_ (2.163)

with solution:

I d /o" f(t) dt (2.164)

Substituting equations 2.161 and 2.162 into equation 2.164 gives:

-1dr(z) 1 d fo" 1 (dd_(t)_

Integrating with respect to z, gives:

.-c[ _1 ( d,(t) __._)r(z)- ro= Jo"(z t)J dt (2.166)

Substituting w_ = t and t¢_ = z, then yields:

r(to)= ro ...... dwv, (2.1(}7)

whichisthefindformofthereconstructionformula.

Note that in order to reconstruct the radius it is necessary to know the

derivative of the phase delay with respect to the frequency, {__ rather than_, d_,p. / '

the phase delay itself. This is accomplished easily using the identity:

de(_) dedt
dw = dt dw (2.168)

d_ (d_) -_= d-'t _ (2.169)
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or by other numerical means. Another point to notice is that the integral starts

at 0 Hz. A sweep from 0 Hz to some 50 GHz is an impossible task for any known

hardware at this time. A way to avoid this problem is to assume a density profile q

that corresponds to the frequencies from 0 Hz to some more reasonable wlo_ such

that the corresponding region of the integral can be calculated numerically and the

frequency band is narrow enough for the hardware limitations.

2.5.2 Profile reconstruction using the X-mode

Full phas_ technique The refractive index for the X-mode depends on

both the density profile and the magnetic field, as shown in equation 2.63:

' - 1 (2.17o)n X -- --

w_,(r)= n'(r)q2" (2.171)
111,e_0

w,c(r)= q,B(r) (2.172)
_e

where wp,(r) carries the dependence on the density and u_,c(r) carries the dependence

on the magnetic field. Therefore an analytical inversion such as the one for the

O-mode is not known, and numerical methods are necessary to extract the solution.

A particularly nice method has been developed by Doyle94'97and will be

explained here. Doyle starts by assuming a knowledge of the density profile up to

the jth frequency of the probing array. Then the phase delay for the probing wave

of frequency wj is given by equation 2.88:

_(u_:l)= 2_a...ij ._,o n(r, wj)dr (2.173)c _(_j)

where the order of the limits has been changed to ensure a positive phase and a

term of _ has been dropped. _
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For the next frequency, wj+1, Doyle represents the measured phase by the

equation:

_(wj+a) = 2_j+! {f.oc ,(,_) n(r, wj+l)dr

l[n(r.(_,l._j+ )+ n(r.(w_+x) w,+,)]Ar(wj+,)} (2.174)

where Ar (toj+1) is the increment in radial distance between the reflection point of toj

and the reflection point of wj+1. This equation is like a Simpson's rule representation

of the integral of equation 2.173 for the frequency wj+t. Now, by definition of the

cutoff condition:

n (rc(wj+x),to_+a) = 0 (2.175)

and from equation 2.174 the increment on r of the reflection point can be solved as:

a,(_+,)=2_(_+1)_' f;o(.,)n(r, wj+l)dr

(_o(_),_+_) (2.1zB)

From this the new point of reflection for frequency _j+lcan be calculated, that is:

_,(_j+_)=_o(_)+ A_(_j+_) (2._77)

and the density of the cutoff at this point can be calculated from the cutoff condition

on the refractive index, i.e., a density can be found such that:

7t(rcCfaJ_+l),_tej.t.l,tdj.1)= 0 (2.178)

to obtainthe densityat thecutoffpoint,rc(w#+1).Now thisnew cutoffpoint,

r,(_j+1),and density,n,(%+a),canbeincorporatedintothedensityprofileand the

processrepeatedtothenextfrequencyinan inductiveway.

Phase differencetechnia_e Inthedualfrequencyphasedifferencetech-

niquethephasedifferencedatacan be seenasthepartsofa puzzle,which when_

put togetherintherightorderwillgivethedesiredpicture.To elaborateon this,
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start by assuming knowledge of the position R1 at which the first frequency of the

frequency array, _1, is reflected. This R1 can be the position of the outer most flux

surface or the scrapeoff layer of the limiter. From this assumption the value of the

density at R1 can be calculated, this is n,1 = n, (R1), by using the cutoff condition,

i.e., n(Rl,n,l,wl) = 0. Now that there is an R1, n_l, and to1, one can assume a

linear model 94'9r for the density from the edge of the plasma (where the density

ne _ 0) to the first point of reflection (Rl,nel), such that Doyle's method can be

used and the full phase data can be reconstructed by using the equation:

_bj+x= q_j+ A_bj (2.179)

where A_bj is the phase difference data.
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2.6 Complications and Error Sources

The validity of the equations for the dielectric tensor, equation 2.36, disper-

sion relation, equation 2.49, etc; is governed by the validity of the WKB approxi-

mation and the geometrical optics approximation. Many conditions in the plasma

such as electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) absorption, tunneling, magnetic shear,

Doppler effect, movement of the reflection layer with time, etc; can produce break-

down of the initial assumptions and complicate the data beyond recognition. These

conditions and their effect on the phase of the reflecting wave will be discussed

next. 21,43,89,79,84,85,94-97,136,141

2.6.1 Electron Cyclotron Resonance absorption

Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) absorption of an electromagnetic wave

in the plasma occurs when the frequency of the probing wave matches the natural

frequency (or the harmonics) of gyration of the electrons at a particular magnetic

field strength in the plasma. For the case of toroidal fusion plasmas, the probing

wave is launched from the low field side of the plasma in the direction of increasing

field and density. For this case there are four possible resonances of concern, two

for the O-mode and two for the X-mode. As an example, characteristic cutoff and

resonance frequencies for a JT-1 plasma along the minor radius in the equatorial

plane and assuming a parabolic density profile with he(0) = 1.0 × 1019part/m s and

BT(0) = 1 Tesla are shown8s in Figure 2.6. The curves are as follows:

A. Upper (fast wave, wx+) and Lower (slow wave, wx-) X-mode cutoff frequen-

cies, given by equation 2.67:

1

w,c 2 (2 180)_x+ = T+ %;,+
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!

_ 2 (2.181)coecq_ wpe+wx_ - 2

B. Plasma frequency, given by equation 2.34:

2 _eqe 2
wp_- (2.182)

W'_eE0

C. First and second harmonics of the electron cyclotron frequency, given by equa-

tion 2.26:

q, Bo
w,_- (2.183)

_e

D. The Upper Hybridfrequency,givenbyequation2.65:

2 (2.184)

For the O-mode there is the electron cyclotron resonance and its harmonics,

given by equation 2.26. While for the X-mode there is the Upper and Lower Hybrid

resonance frequencies, given by equations 2.65 and 2.66. For the particular case of

the X-mode:

WI,H < wUX < WX (2.185)

where wx is the cutoR"frequency of the X-mode and the right inequality W_'H< wX

can be shown as follows:

I

(
1

2 _ec

This shows that for the X-mode the probing wave will always reach the cutoff layer__

before it can find the absorption layer, except at the very edge of the plasma, where
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A. Lower (slow wave) and upper (fast wave) cutoff frequency, given by equa-
tion 2.67.

B. Plasma frequency, given by equation 2.34.

C. First and second harmonics of the electron cyclotron frequency, given by equa-
tion 2.26.

D. The Upper Hybrid frequency, given by equation 2.65.
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_'_X moose

80 \ _ Non-0roDaQatton

70
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N
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g
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Figure 2.6: Typical cutoff and resonance frequencies on JT-1.
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!

the resonance and the cutoff are so close together that some of the power may be

absorbed because of tunneling TM and other coupling effects. Another problem at the I

edge of the plasma is the validity of the geometrical optics approximation condition, q

equation 2.84:
n 2 27rL.

>>i 12.1,61C

L. -- n2 ]_[-i is the gradient scale length of the refraction index, n. Thiswhere

condition states that in order for the geometric optics approximation to be valid, the

gradient scale length of the index of refraction must be larger than the wavelength

of the probing wave.

From the above formulae it can be seen that the lower cutoff (slow wave)

and upper hybrid will not interfere with the probing wave, but that the second

harmonic of the electron cyclotron resonance may impair the ability to probe the

far minor radius of the plasma because of absorption of the probing wave by the

the second harmonic of the electron cyclotron resonance at the plasma edge. As an

example, using Figure 2.6, for a probing frequency of 45 GHz it can be seen that

the wave will be absorbed at the edge of the plasma by the second harmonic of the

electron cyclotron resonance and little power will be able to reach the upper cutoff

(fast wave) of the X-mode at the inner part of the plasma. Absorption at higher

harmonics may be reached, but its coupling to the plasma is usually considered in

general weak. ss'sl

2.6.2 _nneling

Early in this chapter, page 34, the solution of the wave equation at the

reflecting layer was discussed. In order to obtain a solution it was assumed that the

density was incre_ing linearly at the point of reflection. This condition is embodied

in equation 2.85 and it is valid throughout most of the plasma except at the point _
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where the density peaks or flattens out. In this region of flat density the density

gradient goes to 0, while the width of the reflection layer and the curvature of the

profile becomes large, and the condition for quasi-linearity, equation 2.85, is not

valid.

Under the condition of tunneling, a fraction of the rave power will be re-

flected and another fraction will pass through the point of reflection. The fraction of

wave that tunnels may be reflected by the vacuum wall or at some other part of the

plasma, producing mixing of the real signal and a phantom signal in the detector,

thus complicating the extraction of the density profile.

K. G. Budden s (1955) also analyzed the interesting occurrence of back-to-

back linear and singular turning points. 5a'44This physical situation occurs in our

case when the X-wave propagates to the reflection point and tunnels through the

evanescent region to reach the Upper Hybrid resonance layer, as it may occur at the

very edge of a fusion plasma. Budden considered the wave equation in the form:

dz----T + + E = 0 (2.187)

and used the substitutions:

±2i'yz
- (2.188)

r/

to reduce the equation to the standard form given by E. T. Whittaker and G. N. Wat-

son 56 (1927) for the confluent hypergeometric function. This gives left and right

running waves. The right moving wave passes the zero first and then comes to the

singularity and suffers reflection, transmission, and absorption. The coefficients of

reflection (R) and of transmission (T) are:

IRI = I- exp(-Trr/) (2.189)

IT[ = exp (- _rr/) (2.190)

where r/is given by:5s

= Ik® azl (2.191)
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and it represents the number of free space wavelengths (i.e., the wavelength as

Izl _ oo) between the point of n = 0 and the singularity, ss When the number of

wavelengths is small, appreciable tunneling occurs through the evanescent region.

When the spacing is large, no tunneling occurs, and the reflection or absorption of

the wave is determined entirely by the first turning point encountered by the wave.

For the conditions expected in TFTR the reflection and transmission coefficients

are plotted in Figure 2.7 for a typical ne oc (1- (_)")_ density profile plasma

and a toroidal field current of Itt= 67 KAmps which gives a magnetic field of

B0 = 4.5 Teslas.

For conditions of very low density (as in the edge of the plasma) and where

wec >> w_, an expression for the radial spacing in between the Upper Hybrid and the

reflection layers is possible. First express wvx and wx using the binomial expansion

theorem and keeping the first order terms, that is, for WvH"

_UH-" (w,'_+w_) ] (2.192)

- wee + l'_-t" (2.193)
2 Wee

and similarly for wx:

1

(we_ 2 + (2.194)wx = %,
2

= wec + w..____ (2.195)
Wec

where only the first order terms have been kept.

Next, for any given probing frequency, w, there is the condition:

wvHCR) '-wxCR + AR) (2.196)

which represents the matching condition of the probing wave at both the reflecting

layer and the resonance layer. Now, by substituting equations 2.195 and 2.193 into
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Figure 2.7: Reflection and transmission coefficients for a typical TFTR
plasma (upper plot). The assumed density profile is included (lower plot)

the from n. _ (1- ---(_)')_ where all the parameters have beenand it is of

defined before.
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equation2.196aboveand usingthedefinitionsforthewpeand wec(equations2.34

and 2.26),one finds:

q.BoRotq.,,(R)R q.BoRo q.,_.(R+AR) (_+AR) (2.1OZ)
m,R + 2 eoBoRo = m,( R + AR) + eoBoRo

Using the binomial expansion on the term (R + AR) -1 yields:

q.Bo_ t q... (R) R q.BoRo q.Bo_AR q,.. (R+ AR) (R+AR)
m,R + 2 eoBoRo = m,R m,R 2 + eoBoRo

(2.198)

whichcanbe simplifiedto:

BoRoAR (ne(R + AR)- Inn,(R)) R n,(R + AR) AR (2 199)
m,R 2 = _oBoRo + _oBoRo

for a find result of:

(n,(R + AR)- _n,(R)) R

e°B°R° (2.200)
AR - BoRo n, (R + AR)

m,R 2 eoBoRo

which holds at the edge of the plasma, where the density is small enough such that

w,_ >> w_ For a TFTR plasma, with an edge density of n, (a) _ 0.1 x 1019_-_* Wit3

the separation is AR _.. 1.5 cm. The importance of this result is that it provides

an anaJytical formula for the radial spacing between the upper cutoff (fast wave) of

the X-mode and the Upper Hybrid resonance frequency layer on the plasma edge.

This explains why the amplitude of the receiving signm tends to be rather small at

the beginning of the edge of the plasma and increases for frequencies cutoff farther

in the plazma.

- It is possible to simplified equation 2.200 a little more to the expense of

credibility of the result. This is, by taking the limit as the density goes to 0 a

simpler equation can be obtained. In the limit as the density goes to 0, n_ _ 0, the

following substitutions can be done on equation 2.200:

lim (ne(R+ AR) -1 ) 1..-,o _.,(R) = _,_,(R) (2.2ol)
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lira ( BoRo n, (R + AR) ) BoRon,-..o rn,R _ eoBoRo = rn,_R2 (2.202)

where the approximation n, (R + AR) _ n, (R) has been used. Then the radial

spacing, AR, becomes:

AR _ e___BoR0 (2.203)

m,R_
or as:

n.(R)m.R 3
AR _ 2eoBo_Ro2 (2.204)

which can be simplified to:
AR

_ (2.205)
2,.2o.rL

2.6.3 MaEnetic she_rv

For the geometrical optics approximation in section 2.2.5, it was assumed

that there is no coupling in between the X- and O-mode of propagation, i.e., that

both modes propagate through the plasma independently of each other. This is not

always true for fusion plasmas. 69,73-Ts's4,113,122,141The change of the magnetic field

angle with respect to the toroidal axis, and therefore the magnetic shear, can produce

a coupling of one mode to another. TM As an example, assume that an O-mode wave

is launched (and therefore with ]_ [[ 1_) into the plasma. As the wave propagates,

the magnetic field will rotate, producing a component of the ]_ field that is parallel

to/_ (for an O-mode wave) and an ]_ component that is perpendicular to B (for an

X-mode wave). Therefore, some of the power has been converted from one mode to

the other. The resulting mixing of modes makes the interpretation of the data much

more difficult, since the two modes have different refractive indexes and therefore

different propagation velocities. TM In addition, because of the different refraction

indexes of the X-mode and O-mode waves, their reflection points and corresponding

phase will be different.
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The fact that the electron cyclotron emission is generated in two modes of

propagation was first noted by Engelmann and Curatolo. 72 They suggested that

this phenomena could be used to measure the orientation of the magnetic field at

the source of the radiation. Clearly, if the electron cyclotron radiation emerged

from the plasma with the same orientation that the electric field at the point of the

source, then an experimental determination of its orientation will fix the orientation

of the magnetic field at the position of the source. Unfortunately, it has been shown

that as the radiation propagates from its source through the plasma and across the

sheared magnetic field, there is a tendency of the electric vector field to rotate with

the magnetic field. 7a-Ts Thus, in general, the electric field will not emerge with the

same orientation that it had at the position of the source, but at some angle given

by the direction of the magnetic field in some low plasma density region near the

plasma edge.

In his paper, Boyd n gives a set of equations to determine the boundary

where the anisotropy overwhelms the shear effects of the magnetic field. The formula

is:

s - 2cdo
w dr _ 2 - (2.206)

where S is the shear, Ao is the free space wavelength, ¢ is the radius of the plasma

and _ is the maximum value of the angle between the magnetic field and the toroidal

axis, 0. Boyd calculates that for a circular cross section tokamak, some typical values

are: _ _ _, A _ 2 × 10-3 m, ¢ _ 0.5 m, and therefore the value for the shear is

S _ 3 × 10-4. This value for the shear will give a very low critical density, and

therefore the direction of polarizr_tion of the emission will be rotated due to the

magnetic shear.
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2.6.4 Motion/fluctuation of the cutoff laver

In section 2.4 the change in phase difference, equation 2.139, was derived

for s probing wave in a simpli_ed propagation model. When the frequency sweep

method is used, it is assumed that the density layers do not move; that is:

6(L.- L,) = 0 (2.207)

Under such conditions the density profile is easily obtainable. The effect of the

motion of the reflection layer is best illustrated by the use of an example." Assume

the following parameters:

• probing frequency, / = 30 GHz

• frequency sweep, 6/= 0.1 GHz

• path difference, L, - L, = 6 m

• change in path difference, 6(L, - L,) - 0.5 ram.

With this set of parameters, equation 2.139 gives a phase difference of 6_ = 0.11r+4=.

The term 0.17r corresponds to the error associated with the motion of the reflecting

layer. The magnitude of this error can lead to serious problems, especially when the

frequency is swept slowly over a broad band of frequencies. 6s,21 The way to reduce

this error is to increase the sweeping rate and reduce the frequency band.

Doyle '7 and others 124,126report that in measuring the phase delay, _(/),

the biggest experimental problem is the one of intrinsic plasma density fluctuations.

These density fluctuations add s random Doppler shift to the probing frequency

of the measured fringes that can severely distort and/or entirely mask the desired

profile information. The effect of this Doppler shift can be minimized by minimizing

the sweep time of the probing beam. 97 Doyle's argument is based on the idea that

using a random walk argument, the rms deviation from what the count would be in
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the absent of fluctuations is proportional to v_, where t is the sweep time. Therefore,

the influenceof both forms of phase distortion (fluctuations and Doppler shift) can

be minimized by reducing the sweep time, while the desired profile induced phase

shift, _, is independent of the sweep time, t.

2.6.5 Fluctuation correlation leneth

The radial spacing between the reflectionpoints of the Upper and Lowerside

bands depends on the density gradient in between the two points and the density

fluctuations around them. If the reflectionpoints are at places in the plasma where

the density fluctuations are uncorrelated, then the radial spacing in between them

might fluctuate significantly because of the density fluctuations. This depends on

the gradient and size of the fluctuations, and the frequency and time resolution

of the reflectometer. On the other hand, if the reflection points are at places in

the plasma where the density fluctuations are correlated, then the radial spacing

in between them may fluctuate only mildly. Thus, to reduce the fluctuation errors

in the meMurements the local correlation length of the density fluctuations must

be bigger then the local radial spacing in between the reflections points of the side

bands.

ForTFTR, typical correlationlengths are between 2-4 cm._°s-_n For a typi-

,:_TFTRdo_,ityp_o_lo,(i.e.,,_,c_(1- (_)')_,w_th,_=8,_=2,_d• to_oid_
field current of l,! - 67 KAmps which gives a magnetic field of Bo _ 4.5 Teslas),

shown in Figure 2.8, the model program112shows that the expected side band ra-

dlal spacing is between 0.25 to 0.5 cm, correspondingto the edge and the peak of

the density profile. These are well within acceptable boundaries for the correlation

length. 10s-M
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Figure 2.8_ Density profile for a typical TFTR plasma and corresponding
radial spacing for the probing side bands.

2.6.6 Relativistic effects

Even thoughthetemperatureoftoday'sfusionplasmas(I0KeV) issmall

comparedtotherestmassenergyoftheelectron(511KeV),ithasbeenfoundsT-e_,''

thatsignificantrelativisticshiftsofthepositionofthecutoffand modificationsof

theindexofrefractioncan occuratsuchlow temperatures.Thisisbelievedtobe

causedpartiallybythehighsensitivityoftheindexofrefractioninthevicinityofthe

cutoff"totheplasmaresponses7-6idue tosimplerelativisticmass shift,eaItcan be

shown,too,thattherelativisticmodificationsoftheHermitianpartofthedielectric

tensorarelarger(x2or3)thanwouldbeexpectedfroma comparisonoftheelectron

temperaturewiththeelectronrestmassenergy.FortheX-mode thiscanproduce

a condderableshiftofthecutoff(5-10cm at_ _ _)and an underestimationofthe

densityprofileifthecoldplasmamodelinused.s_'ss''For theX-mode theUpper

(right)cutoffeffectisconsiderablelargerthanfortheLower (left)cutoff.6s
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The Cold and Hot dielectric models are well known and can be found in

references such as: Budden, s Ginzburg, s Swanson, 4s Bornatici, 51Stix, ss-ss and oth-

ers.52'1s2 The fully relativistic dielectric tensor has been derived by Trubnikov e4

and by Bornatici sl and the weakly relativistic dielectric tensor by Shkarofsky es from

Trubnikov's result. The relativistic effect on the index of refraction and the density

of the cutoff can be seen in Figure 2.9 for the weakly relativistic model as compared

to the cold and hot dielectric models, ss-81 From plots "a", "b", "c", and "d" it can

be seen that the refraction index of the wave for the cold and hot models does not

change very much (Te _ 10 KeV). On the other hand, for the weakly relativistic

case, there is a significant difference as compared to the cold and hot models, espe-

ciaJly for the X-mode of propagation as compared to the O-mode of propagation.

That is, from plots "a" and "b" it can be seen that the change in the density of the

O-mode cutoff is much less than that for the X-mode. The frequency for plot "b" is

twice that for plot "a", and the change in the density of the cutoff is small, while the

frequency change in between plots "c" and "d" is only 10 GHz, and the change of

the density is much larger as compared to the O-mode. Plot "f" shows the effect of

the temperature on the ctltoff density for the X-mode of propagation. A significant

change in the cutoff density can be observed as the temperature increases. Even at

the common plasma temperature value of Te _ 10 KeV, a non-negligible increase of

the cutoff density is observed.

The cutoff is deeper into the plasma for the weakly relativistic model, thus

causing an underestimation of the reconstructed density profiles, as can be seen

- from Figure 2.10. ss-61 In these plots the curves for the assumed (actual) density

profiles are compared with the reconstructed density profiles using the weakly rela-

tivistic refractive index for different plasma temperatures for both the O-mode and

the X-mode. A significant underestimation on the density profile can be observed,

especially for the X-mode, when plots "a" and "c" are compared with the actual _
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Figure 2.9: Relativistic effect on the index of refraction and the location
of the cutoff using the weakly relativistic model. #, is the refractive index
and T, _ 10 KeV for plots a to e.
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assumed density profile. It can also be seen that the X-mode underestimates the

reconstructed density profile more than the O-mode. The plots in Figure 2.10 are

as follows:

A. Plot "a)" shows the actual (assumed) density profile together with the recon-

structed density profiles for different plasma temperatures using the O-mode

wave.

B. Plot "b)" shows the actual (assumed) density profile together with the re-

constructed density profiles for different plasma temperatures for an X-mode

wave.

C. Plot "c)" is similar to the previous plot but the center density of the plasma

lf_19p.artand the magnetic field have been changed to -e(R0) _ 3.0 × .v _ and

B0 _ 3.4 Teslas. An even bigger disagreement between the O-mode and the

X-mode can be seen in these plots.

2.6.7 Uncertainty in w_-

The uncertainty in the measurement of the cutoff frequency can be calcu-

lated using the propagation of error formula given by Bevington 88 as:

\ Owec/ + tr2 (2.208).x "," \ 0wp,/

where tr,,x is the uncertainty on the cutoff frequency, tr,._ is the uncertainty on

the electron cyclotron frequency, and tr_,t, is the uncertainty on the plasma electron

frequency.

Using equation 2.67 for the upper cutoff (fast wave):

wx = -- + w_, + (2.209)2
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it follows that:

0a_x 1 1 w_c

aca,_ 2 + 4 2 _ (2.210)

and:

OoJx wp,,

for the final result:

( )'( )'°"2 = °"2 I w,e 2 u_p,
_,x _._ 1 + (2.212)

,(_;.+(e)')_ .°-,.(o_.+(_)')_
where o'_,., and (r_,,. are the corresponding uncertainties in the electron cyclotron

and plasma electron frequencies, respectively.

Next, this uncertainty can be expressed in terms of the uncertainties of the

density, (r,., and the magnetic field, (rs, by using the equation:

2

w_,= q: n, (2.213)
_e _0

Using propagation of error gives:

d
2_,cr_,, = __,,, (2.214)

_r_e (0

Dividing both sides by equation 2.213 yields:

- (2.215)
Wpe 2 n e

" And for w,_:

qeB
,,.o = _ (2.216)

W?,e

q,
_,, = _o's (2.217)

_-.______- _ (2.21s)_
{X3ec B
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for a final result of:

2 = _, ) w,¢ + ........ (2.219)

which express the uncertainty of the frequency of the upper cutoff (fast wave) in

terms of the uncertainties of the magnetic field and the density. This equation can

be used to calculate the uncertainty on the reconstructed density profile if all the

other parameters are known or are measurable from other diagnostics.

2.7 Summarx

This chapter presents a brief history of the beginnings of reflectometry, a

derivation of the cold plasma dielectric tensor, a description of the different reflec-

tometry techniques, and a discussion of the complications and error sources that

one can expect to find on this type of diagnostic.

This review of electromagnetic theory in plasma is essential to understand-

ing plasmas and reflectometry. This gives the researcher the knowledge needed to

understand the different phenomena that occur in a plasma and how any electro-

magnetic wave, including that of a reflectometer, propagates through the plasma.

This chapter and the theory covered within it provide a set of formulae that can be

used to calculate parameters such as the frequency band for the cutoffs, the relative

position of the cutoffs, and the electron cyclotron resonances; the formulae neces-

sary to calculate the theoretical phase to model the wave propagation and test the

technique; and complications that can be associated with the measurement.



CHAPTER III

ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE HEATING

3.1 ICRH vs Other Heating Methods

In order to achieve fusion, the particles must have enough kinetic energy to

overcome the Coulomb repulsive force during a collision. Such energy is provided in

the form of heat, and the temperatures must be on the order of 10 to 20 KeV. 1'164

This is the range at which the cross section of the D-T reaction is the greatest. 1'1e4

Among present day heat sources for plasmas there are:

1. Ohmic heating

2. Neutral Beam Injection (NBI)

3. Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH)

4. Adiabatic compression

5. Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH)

6. Fusion Alpha Heating

7. Lower Hybrid Heating (usually associated with current drive)

For ohmic heating the current that flows in the plasma transfers its energy to

the particles through coUisions and frictional effects, providing an intrinsic heating

mechanism. Unfortunately, it can be shown that the ohmic power transfer saturates

79
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asthetemperatureincreases(ataround3-4KeV);1'184thus,fusionprobablycannot

dependentirelyon ohmicheatingtoachievefusiontemperatures.

NeutralBeam Injection(NBI)has successfullyprovidedadditionalheating

and refuelingcapabilities,but ithas been foundthatitdegradesconfinementof

energyintoroidaldevices.NeutralBeam Injectionhasa couplinginbetweenheating

and refuelingoftheplasma.Forexperimentalpurposesitmakes itmorecomplicated

tostudytheindependenteffectofheatingand refuelingon theplasma.Electron

CyclotronResonanceHeatingisstartingtoproveitselfasa heatingmethod and has

a highdollars/Watt.15sAdiabaticcompressiondoesnotworkwellinsmallvolumes

(requireslargevolumes),forheatingelectrons,and itdoesnothavethepositioning

capabilitiesofRF schemesand NBI.184

IonCyclotronResonanceHeating(ICRH) methodshavebeenusedsuccess-

fullytoheationsinfusionplasmasforthe past25 years,particularlyin toka-

maks 143-14sand other 9'14z-Is°fusion devices, over a wide range of confinement regi-

mes, including H-mode. TM In addition to provide a main source of auxiliary heating,

several other functions are served by ICRH (RF) such as plama ionization, plasma

temperature pro_e control, MagnetoHydroDynamic (MHD) stabilization and cur-

rent drive. One major advantage of ICRH (RF) is that the position of the energy

absorption layer is highly controllable as compared with other heating mechanisms

such as Ohmic heating and Adiabatic compression. 104 Thus, the position of the ab-

sorption layer can be controlled so as to change the current density and temperature

profiles. 1'164These changes in the density and temperature profUes can be coordi-

nated to suppress plasma instabilities (like sawteethle°,167), enhance confinement,

and control plasma transport. 164Another major advantage of ICRH (RF) is in the

area of current drive, since when a wave is sent into a tokamak at an angle to the

major radius, it is capable of being absorbed in such a way as to set up a directional

drift of electrons around the torus. 164This together with the control of the position
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of the absorption layer can be used to change the current profile. This is of extreme

importance, since many important MagnetoHydroDynamic (MHD) instabilities in

tokamaks are current driven. 164'ls2-1s4Thus, the ICRH (RF) power deposition profile

might be controlled so that MHD instabilities can be avoided or suppressed.

At the moment NBI and ICRH (ltF) are the methods most widely used to

heat large tokamaks. For example, JET has 22 MW of ICRH power while TFTR

has 12.5 MW lss of power available in the RF range, lss'27s Due to its flexibility and

relative low cost, ICRH is becoming a leading supplemental heat source for toroidal

experiments.

3.2 Theory

3.2.1 lt.F heating schemes

The schemes that have been used for RF heating in tokamaks fall into four

main frequency ranges; within which waves excited at the edge of the plasma may

propagate into the central region of the plasma where they can be absorbed. The

frequencies involved depend on many plasma parameters. The values given here are

simply indicators of what is typical in present day fusion experiments. The lowest

in frequency is the Alfv_n wave, involving waves at a frequency of a few megahertz.

This is well below the ion cyclotron frequency of a typical tokamak, so the waves

involved are the shear and the compressional Alfv_n waves. Next comes the ion

_ cyclotron range of frequencies at a few tens of megahertz. This is presently the

method most widely used to heat large tokamaks. Increasing the frequency to a few

gigahertz leads to the Lower Hybrid range, which has been particularly successful

for curren_ drive experiments. Finally, electron cyclotron heating (also called UH

resonance or electron cyclotron harmonic) occurs at frequencies of around 30 GHz

and upward. Development of this method has, to some extent, been held back by the
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difnculties of manufacturing high power sources at the necessary high frequencies.

3.2.2 Multiple species dielectric tensor

The theory of wave propagation and absorption in the ion cyclotron range

of frequencies is the same one discussed in section 2.2 for the propagation of the

reflectometer beam in the plasma. In this section this theory will be reviewed, which

can explain more complicated heating mechanisms like ion-ion heating and minority

species heating. The effects of multiple species (electrons and different kinds of ions)

is included in the current density as:

" _ " (31)J = hog, V,
$

and the equation of motion of each species as:

d_o _ q° (/_ + _, ×/_) (3.2)dt m,

where the subscript %" is used to designate the species (electrons and/or ions) and

the other variables are the density, n,; particle charge, q,; velocity, v", and mass,

mo of the particular species. Following the procedure in section 2.2.2 and using

the equations for the current density, equation 3.1, and the equation of motion,

equation 3.2, the velocity components for the particles of species "s" are given by:

q. (iwE= - _.ua,. E_)
v.= = (3.3)

qo(_°w,oE. + i_ E_)
v°v = m, (w2 - _,) (3.4)

iq°
v. = --E° (3.5)m°w

or in matrix form as:

(sqq_ _, tq_w

v,_ = ,,,.(,,,2__,_.) _,(,,,___,_.) 0 • El, (3.6),
v. 0 0 _ E,

ntmw
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where w is the frequency of the electromagnetic wave, _c, is the corresponding

cyclotron resonance frequency of species "s", and e = _.

Next, substituting the equation for the species velocities, equation 3.6, into

the current density, equation 3.1, it can be obtained:

(3,) "7'_' ' ''-''' '
J,, = _,.. _ .,,=,,, ) (3.7)

which can be substituted on the right hand side of the generalized Ampdre's law as:

J - iweoE = -iweoK (3.8)

where the dielectric tensor is defined by:

R- iz) s o (3.9)
0 0 P

where:

1 wP=' (3.10)
S - _(R+L)-I-_'-_.¢#,__¢=,

2
EeW_jWc •

I(R-L)-_ (3.11)
D - _ . _(w,_w¢=)

2

P - 1- _ %'-----_ (3.12)W2

2

R - S+D-I-_-_ uJp,.,.,(=,+_.=,o.) (3.13)

L - s-D-:1-r (3.14)_(_-_._o.)

- u,'p=. = n'q-'---_-'= (3.15)
/7],jE0

_ q°B
w=. = ---- (3.16)

'rr/,j

These equations are very similar to the ones derived in the previous chapters, but

they include the effect of multiple ion species, which describe other more subtle

effects like ion-ion and minority heating in fusion plasma.
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3.3 ICRH and Plasma Edge Interaction

The plasmaedgehas alwaysbeen ofutmostimportanceto ICRH exper-

iments,sinceitisthe interfacein betweentheantenna/launchingstructureand

thebulkoftheplasmainterior.Thisinteractionisbecomingmore importantbe-

causeofitsroleinunderstandingtheplasmaconfinementand thecontrolofthe

plasmacomposition.Thisinteractionisbidirectionaland sometimesevencircu-

lar,inthesensethattheICRH influencestheplasmaedgedirectlyor indirectly,

throughpower deposition,ponderomotiveeffects,waves,sheatheffects,induced

electricfield,and fluctuations.The plasmaedgeinfluencesthe ICRH by itsef-

fectson theantennacouplingand loading,seeFigure3.1,_s7impurityproduction,

sputtering,etc.Most ofthedifferentphenomena and effectsappearedtobe spe-

cifictoeach machineand depend significantlyon the differentwalland limiter

configurations,as wellas thedifferentplasma and heatingconditionsofthe ex-

periments,e.g.,TFR,Isg'_°sPLT,17°'1z1'2°s'22zTORE SUPRA, 172MACROTOR, _23

JIPPT-IIU,Iz3JFT-2M,2°9'174URAGAN-3, Izs'176AlcatorC,Izz,lzsASDEX, 17',_24'229

TEXTOR, Is°-is8JET,23s'Is4.IssJT-60,Issetc.

Thissectionwilldescribesthemost importantICRH and plasmaedgein-

teractions;causeand effects(whichareeasilyconfused)willbe presented.

3.3.1 Pre-historv v

For the ion cyclotron resonance frequency domain, the cold plasma disper-

sion relationhastwo branchesthatcan be usedtoheatup theplasma.Theseare

the slowwave (oralsocalledtheshearwave,orthetorsionalAlfvdnwave,or the

lefthand wave),whichpropagatesbelowthefrequencyoftheioncyclotrongyra-

tionfrequencyand can onlypenetratetothecentralcoreofthe medium density

machinesoftheearlytimesIssand thefastwave(orcompressionalwave,orhydro-
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magnetic wave, or right hand wave), which propagatesabove a minimum density. Is'

The slow wave was initially used in early machines because it has a simple damping

mechanism, since its electric field is circularly polarized in the ion gyration direc-

tion. During the e_rly high power experiments in the C-stellarator,I'° researchers

observed a massive influx of impurities following the start of the ICRH power, ac-

companied by an anomalous loading of the coil, and they originally ascribed this

phenomenon to the coupling to a mode called the "Mode X'. The origin of the

impurities was localized in the vicinity of the induction coil. This impurity influx

was due to the sheath rectification effect. This occurred because the electric fleld

component, E,, parallel to the magnetic fleld, B,, between the turns of the indue-

tion coil would penetrate the tenuous outer plasma layer. This caused the electrons

to be accelerated in the B, direction, producing a spatial charge buildup, which in

turn accelerated the ions into the wall. This effect has been observed20 years earlier

in linear plasmas discharges,TM and its mechanism has been explained by Butler.1':

Short ICRH pulses had been used in the early machines to try to reduce the influx of

impurities. Later, the implementation of a Faraday shield screen shorted out these

E,/ields and reduced the impurity influx by an order of magnitude.

With the increasing successof the tokamak with higher densities and longer

pulse times, the poor coupling of the slow wave ,Ltthe higher densities became a

concern, and the use of short RF pulses could not be used to avoid the impurity

production problem. This was when the studies of the fast wave for ICRF heat-

ing became important. Experiments using the fast wave for ICRH were performed

in tokamaks like TM-1 VCh in Moscow1.3-1.6and in the ST-tokamak at Prince-

ton.1.7-1ss Even though the fast wave is circularly polarized in the direction of

gyration of the electrons and the damping mechanism is not as simple as for the

slow wave, three damping methods were found to absorb the wave in the plasma.

These methods are:
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1. Using the second harmonic of the wave, since even in single species plasmas

the wave has a component in the ion gyration direction.

2. The wave can be damped by the minority species of a two species plasma.

3. By launching the wave from the high field side of the plasma, the wave can

reach the ion-ion hybrid resonance, at which it can be mode converted and

damped.

3.3.2 The impurity problem

As solutions to the problems of launching and prope,gation of the wave were

found, the problem of the effectiveness of heating became a concern. The negative

effects of ICRH, and in particular the problem of increased impurity influx in the

plasma, could no longer be ignored by shortening the ICRH pulse length. In order

to pinpoint the possible causes of impurity influx, the specific machine dependent

effects had to be avoided. For example, in TFR it took first the avoidance of ripple

trapped ions to realize that the direct RF interaction with the edge was the cause of

the additional impurity problems, z°° The influx of particles was strongly reduced by

operating in the mode conversion regime rather than the minority heating regime.

After a lot of debate, the cause for this specifically edge related increased impurity

production was attributed to two possible causes:

1. ICRH and plasma edge interaction can increase impurity production.

-

2. ICRH could be changing the transport of impurities from the edge to the

center of the plasma.

In both cases it was important to identify where and how the change was taking

place. _
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As higher ICRH power became possible, an increased influx of metallic im-

purities to the plasma center was observed. With the increase in plasma pulse

length, the increase in impurities produced a decrease in central electron tempera-

ture of the plasma. The attention turned to changing the materials of the antenna to

avoid and/or reduce the production of impurities. 2°1-2°5Experiments with different

materials for the antenna and Faraday shields reduced significantly the production

of impurities, but could not reduce the high amounts of Nickel (Ni) in the center

of the plasma, thus pointing to the vacuum wall as a non-negligible source of im-

purities2 °5'2°8 Measurements of the density and temperature at the scrapeoff layer

showed an increase in the density and temperature for both the ions and the elec-

trons. These were seen as the main reasons for the increased interaction with the

wall. 2°s'2°e After a lot of work, the mechanism was thought to be related to direct

interaction between the RF and the plasma edge. 2°s'2°8

Careful planning and selection of the ICR.H antenna material has been shown

to reduce significantly the production of impurities in the plasma. An example of

this is the PLT tokamak at Princeton, in which the use of Carbon limiters and

strong Titanium gettering to reduce Oxygen content in the plasma helped to reduce

impurity production. This allowed for the study of other sources of impurities, such

as the enhanced influx of particles from the surface of the plasma due to the R.F

interaction. 2°7 Detailed analysis of the changes in density at the edge were performed

using a low-energy neutral spectrometer. A large increase of the low-energy neutral

hydrogen efltux during ICRF heating was observed. 2°7 The edge density increased

by an order of magnitude in some cases. Thus, it was concluded that the application

of ICRH increases the radial transport, thereby increasing the edge density and the

plasma interaction with the vacuum wall.2°7 Further experiments with the position

of the resonance layer and the minority concentration pointed out a correlation

between the density increase and the wave absorption. 2°s That is, the increase in
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plasma edge density was a minimum when the wave absorption was a maximum.

Other effects seem to be responsible for the impurity production in other

machines. In JFT-2M, sputtering induced by ions accelerated by the electric field

near the antenna was proposed as an explanation for the impurity production. 2°9-211

The effect of this mechanism could be controlled in two possible ways: the phasing

of the antennas and the choice of the material in the antenna neighborhood. The

operation of the antennas out of phase (i.e., the electric field of the radiating elements

of the antennas are 7r radians out of phase) reduced the levels of metallic impurities

significantly, 212'213while the installation of carbon blocks on the wall in the vicinity

of the antennas greatly reduced the difference between the in phase and out of phase

operation, _14 supporting the theoretical prediction that the electric field near the

antenna played a dominant role in inducing the metallic impurity release. Reduction

of metallic impurities has been observed in TFTR when the ICRH antennas are

operating in an out-of-phase mode. 243

3.3.3 Antenna phasing

The influence of antenna phasing is one of the most important phenomena

studied in ICRH plasmas. In almost all experiments with two or more radiating

elements (antennas), there is a distinct advantage to driving the antennas in an out

of phase configuration (dipole configuration) as opposed to drive the antennas in an

in phase configuration (monopole configuration). Heating efficiencies are 20-30%

lower, and both low- and high-Z impurities are 30-50% higher when the antennas are

used in the in phase (monopole) configuration. TM Local arcing of the antennas has

been observed only during the operation of the in phase (monopole) configuration.
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3.3.4 The sheath rectification effect

The sheath rectification effect was first seen 20 years ago in linear plasma

discharges. 218'217 This effect works by creating a potential in the direction of the

field lines in front of the antenna. Where these field lines intercept the Faraday
J

screen, the RF potential will be rectified, and the ions around these field lines will

be accelerated into the screen, creating impurity ions off the Faraday screen that

will migrate to the plasma. Calculations have shown that under these conditions,

the electric field would be enhanced in the immediate vicinity of the Faraday screen,

resulting in an increased induced potential. 21s Numerical simulations indicated that

field lines in the antenna neighborhood can acquire an RF potential, even if not

by direct induction, so that the sheath rectification effect could be retained as the

fundamental driving mechanism for the impurity generation. _lB'21T

Perkins 21s'219 and Myra 22° have proposed a mechanism in which parallel

electric fields associated with the antenna can give rise to a significant increase

of the energy of the ions impacting the Faraday shield. As a result of the parallel

electric fields, the sputtering yield is much higher than the one expected for ions that

fall through the normal Bohm sheath. The source of the parallel electric fields may

come from the RF sheath (image charges) that are produced from the misalignment

between the Faraday shield elements and the magnetic field lines. _1s'_-19

Caughman 221'222and others 2_3'224have found evidence of increased electron

temperature, plasma potential and ion energy near the Faraday shield. In his ex-

periment, the time varying floating potential followed the magnetic field pattern of

the antenna, indicating that the electromagnetic field is responsible for the poten-

tial formation. The increase in the ion energy can be at least partially explained

by an increase in the sheath potential, which in turn is caused by an increase in

the electron temperature. These high energy ions that are produced in front of the

ICRH antenna contribute to the sputtering and the production of impurities into
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the plasma. _5

3.3.5 Self sputtering and avalanche

The different reactions of the different materials to the antenna induced

impurity and the sheath rectification effect was resolved by a theoretical model pro-

posed for JET. 232 The sputtered impurities produced by the sheath rectification

effect could be re-ionized and accelerated back into the wall, producing more im-

purities; hence, the name self-sputtering. This process could become unstable and

self-amplifying, producing an avalanche effect in the generation of sputtering ions.

3.3.6 Increased diffusion at the edge

Radial electric fields were observed in early fusion experiments. It has been

suggested that these radial electric fields could create flows in the plasma. _2r-:31

This will create convective flow cells that will change the edge transport. Convective

cells flow was analyzed by D'Ippolito 232 and it was found that radial electric fields

could lead to the required RF enhanced diffusion at the edge. Direct evidence of

convective cell was found by measurements of the electric field in the edge and by

233,234
edge fluctuation measurements. Edge electric fields are observed in H-mode

transition layers in DIII-D. 11°

Associated with these effects are changes in the edge scrapeoff layer. This

typically includes an increase in the electron temperature, increase in the edge den-

sity and an increase of the scrapeoff lengths. 23s'2'_6This is significant, since the last

of these suggests that an RF-induced edge transport mechanism is in effect. Work

by Greene, 23r Taylor, _27 and Van Nieuwenhove _z8 demonstrated the formation of

D.C. edge potentials considerably larger than the ones expected from the normal

Bohm sheaths.
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3.3.7 Quiv__erjn_du_ce_dlosses

Because of the high electromagnetic fields at the interface between the

plasma and the antenna, the quiver motion of particles (the velocity component

associated with the effect of the RF fields as the particles pass by the antenna)

passing near the antenna can drift into the Faraday shield and wall, thus producing

direct losses of particle and inducing sputtering into the plasma. It was found 239

that the quiver motion of ions can lead to particle energies considerably in excess of

thermal energies, and that the RF can induce ion transport into the Faraday shield.

The Faraday shield small scale non-uniformity produces a significant perpendicular

ponderomotive force on the ions, leading to a diffusion coefficient of about two times

Bohm.

3.3.8 Ponderomotive effects

Lehrman 23" has done an analysis of the trajectories for the electrons and

ions due to the antenna near fields. It was found that the electrons were mainly

unperturbed, while the ions experience a strong perpendicular ponderomotive drift

force due to the large evanescent fields in the vicinity of the Faraday shield. The flow

in the vicinity of the Faraday shield is alternatively radially inward and outward as

a consequence of the local electric fields in the shield gaps. Because ions reaching

the Faraday shields are lost, there is an outward flux of particles.

3.4 Antennas in Fusion Experiments

There are many kinds of antennas currently in use in fusion plasmas. 24° They

have different characteristics with respect to coupling to the plasma, resistance to

the plasma environment, power delivered, voltage limits, frequency domain, etc.
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M. Kwon 253 made some measurements of the coupling of these parameters to the

Faraday shields on different ICRH antennas. The most common antennas in use

today are: _'4°-251

1. The simple' (short) loop is characterized by a total length that is short com-

pared to the free space wavelength of the wave. It can be represented by an

inductor and a resistor in series, as shown in Figure 3.2. It is not matched at

the feed point.

2. A natural extension of the short loop is the long loop antenna shown in Fig-

ure 3.2 and used on Alcator-C, _4°'241'254'255Figure 3.3. Because the dimensions

are large compared to the wavelength, the circuit representation must be a dis-

tributed circuit. Like its relative the short loop antenna, it requires matching.

3. The cavity antenna shown in Figure 3.4 follows. This kind of antenna is used

in the DIII-D experiment. 165'24° It uses a tuning capacitor and corresponding

feed point to provide a match at the feed point for a certain load.

4. The Resonant Double Loop (RDL) and the Asymmetric Resonant Double

Loop (ARDL), shown in Figure 3.5, which are both matched at the feed point

over both frequency and load ranges by means of two tuning capacitors. RDL

antennas have been used successfully in TFTR, TM TORE-SUPRA 241,_sl'252and

elsewhere. 18s Their particular details can be found in the references. 24°'241

5. Finally, the U-slot antenna, shown in Figure 3.6, 2s6 which is tunable over load

and frequency ranges by two tuning capacitors.

A list of experiments and corresponding operational parameters is shown in

Table 3.1.157-163
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t 48 ICRH + NI

_Tore Supra 2.35 0.78 <__5.0 35-80 i 4.2 2.0 ICRH
DIII-D 1.67 0.67'<_14 30-60 i2 5 D(H iICRH _

JT-60U 3.3 1.0 i <__4 110-130 i <-2.5 <_2 2wc_ in tt

-TEXTOR 1.75 0.46, <_6 25-29 2.2 <_2 MC(D(H))
ASDEX 1.67 0.40 i __9 30-115 2.2 <_2 D(H), 2_cs

33.5/67 H and H/D,
ICRH + NI

JFT-2M 1.31 0.42i < 5 15./17. 2 0.3 MC(D(H))
I-

ICltH + NI

JIPPT 0.91 0.23 <_7 40 _2.2 <__0.1 MC(D(H))
-IIU I IBW
ALC-C 0.64 0.13 <_.20 180 0.5 0.07 D(H), 2wc_

IBW

-HEL-E 2 0.2 <_2.5 26.7 I 1.5 _<0.2 MC(D(H))
I IBW

i

Table 3.1: RF experiments list.
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CAVITY ANTENNA
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Figure 3.4: Typical cavity antenna and its equivalent circuit.
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RESONANT DOUBLE LOOP (SIMPLE OR ASYMMETRIC)

ORNL-_,VG 85.227§A ¢:£D

RDL AND ARDL CIRCUIT

Z n

_L _ I 1-,-Qtl.

CI ;;_ C2

Figure 3.5: Resonant Double Loop antenna and its equivalent circuit.
The symmetric version has c_= 0.5.
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Figure 3.6: The U-slot antenna, as proposed by McDonnell Douglas As-
tronautics Company and its equivalent circuit.
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3.5 TFTR Antenna

TFTR's ICRF antenna has been the subject of much work. Some of the

references are: J. R. Wilson, 24_D. J. Hoffman, 24°'241D. T. Taylor, TM J. F. King, 2s°

J. E. Stevens, _4s'244G. L. Chen, _4s F. W. Baity, 248W. L. Gardner 247and others. 24s'249

Table 3.2 lists the antenna's main design parameters. _4° Figure 3.7 and

Figure 4.5 shows layouts of an antenna used on TFTR. While Figure 3.8 shows the

cavity box of tae antenna in more detail. The antenna consisted of a pair of resonant

loops, separated by a solid dividing septum, in a single movable housing designed to

fit through a horizontal midplane port of approximately 60 cm by 70-90 cm. Each

loop was designed to launch up to 2 MW of power, for a total of 4 MW per port

in two bands from 40-80 MHz. A pair of capacitors was used to tune the antenna

and match its impedance to 50 fl. The tuning capacitors were designed at ORNL

to minimize electric field at the expense of tuning range. A single Faraday shield

protects the antennas. It consist of two tiers of actively cooled Inconel tubes, the

front tier was covered with semicircular _;raphi te sleeves to minimize the introduction

of high-Z impurities into the plasma from the Faraday shield. The TFTR antenna

was designed for 2 seconds pulses.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter the basis for RF wave heating has been reviewed, together

with the effects of the RF power on the plasma edge. Some of the RF effects include:

impurity generation, sheath rectification, self sputtering and avalanche, quiver mo-

tion, ponderomotive effects and antenna phasing. A presentation of the typical

heating antennas used in fusion experiments was given, along with a description

of TFTR's ICRF antenna. The importance of the effect of the edge density pro-
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_'_Description TFTR t!

Power into tile port 4 MW

Power per current strap 2 MW
Port dimension 60 x 90 cmxcm

,Total frequency range 40 - 80 MHz

Frequenc-" range, first band 40 - 60 MHz

RF pulse length 2 sec

Capacitor designer ORNL

Capacitor voltage peak 50 kV

Capacitor current (rms) 800 Amp

Capacitor electric field 43 kV/cm

Antenna electric field 23 kV/cm

Faraday shields losses 100 W/cm 2

Antenna power density 1160 W/cm 2

Antenna motion range 11 cm

Table 3.2: TFTR antenna design parameters.

Figure 3.7: TFTR antenna layout.
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Figure 3.8: TFTR antenna cavity box. Most of the Faraday screen el-
ements have been removed to show the current strap housing and the
straps relative size.
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file on the ICRH antenna coupling and loading was presented in section 3.3 and

in Figure 3.1, emphasizing the importance of the measurement of the plasma edge

density in front of the ICRH antenna for calculations and comparisons between the

theoretical and calculated loading and coupling of the plasma.



CHAPTER IV

TFTR REFLECTOMETER SYSTEM

The interest of the new TFTR reflectometer is to study the edge density

profile in front of the ICRH antenna, from within the high power environment of

the antenna. Thus, making a direct measurement of the changes of RF power on the

plasma edge. This changes on the edge density profile can change the coupling and

loading of the antenna, which will change the RF power deposition on the plasma.

The reflectometer system proposed for TFTR has been discussed in detail

in the references 39'4°'274'275and it is shown in Figure 4.139'40'274'275with some charac-

teristics of the main components. The system has one source at the range of 8 GHz

to 12.4 GHz which provides the sweepable part of the probing wave and multiple

sources at the frequency of about 7 GHz which serve as up-converters for the prob-

ing wave. The different frequency multipliers before the launching antenna are to

increase the frequency of the probing wave to the frequency range of the plasma

reflection layers.

4.1 Development

Because of the TFTR requirements and working conditions, the new re-

flectometer could not be a copy of any pre-existent reflectometer system. These

conditions include, but not only:
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1. Inaccessibility: Because of the D-T phase of TFTR, access to the tokamak will

be difficult and infrequent. Placement of the reflectometer electronics outside

the TFTR enclosure with the corresponding 100+ feet of waveguide poses

other design problems.
!

2. Long distances: The long waveguide lenghts makes phase detection quite dif-

ficult for conventional reflectometers. For this reason, the phase difference

technique was utilized, to minimize the fringe skipping associated with den-

sity fluctuations and to reduce the fringe count. This in itself brings up the

problem of more complicated electronics.

3. Frequency range: Edge probing using conventional O-mode operating reflec-

tometers would require a very wide range of frequency, which is not only lim-

ited by the waveguide band limits, but would involve relative long wavelengths

at the edge, which degrades the spatial resolution. This is why the X-mode of

propagation was chosen for the probing wave. The X-mode reflectometer can

start the frequency sweep at the local electron cyclotron resonance frequency

on the edge, which is around 90 GHz.

4. New invesion technique: X-mode data inversion techniques are more com-

plicated but can provide all the necessary information once understood and

developed.

5. Very high frequency electronic components: Due to the high magnetic field

operation environment, high frequency waves (on the order of 100 GHz) are

needed to probe the plasma.

TFTR can produce a wide range of plasma scenarios for the study of plasma

transport, ICRH heating and other important parameters relevant to D-T operation.

The plasma edge densities can range from _ 0 to 2.0 x 1019_v-_ which can cover thern 3
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Figure 4.2: TFTR plasmas showing the density and toroidalcurrent
(magnetic field)range fortwo differentplasma shots.

first 20 to 30 cm of the plasma edge depending on the magnetic configuration and

the peak density of the plasma. The central magnetic field strength can range from

48 KAmps (3.2 Teslas) to 72 KAmps (4.5 Teslas). Example of TFTR plasma shots

of these types of plasmas are shown in Figure 4.2 for low and high density plasmas

and magnetic fields. This parameter range gave a frequency range of 90 to 120 GHz

which will probe the first 20 to 30 cm of the plasma edge (or even the plasma center

if a low dencity and low magnetic field configuration is used). The selection of

the X-mode of propagation will reduce the required frequency range as explained

previously. After studying different reflectometer designs and prospects, the final

version of the electronic components is shown in Figure 4.1. 39'4°,_z4,27s

A two phase development program was sought at the time to prove the

feasibility of the project. These are:
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1. Proof of principle phase: This allowed for a timely and low cost checkout of the

dual frequency phase difference concept. By using the pre-existing waveguide

of TFTR's reflectometer, shown in Figure 4.3277 and Figure A.1, a "test"

of the reflectometer and technique could be done without going through the

expense of building a waveguide run (Figure 4.4) to the ICRH antenna. This

data provides a baseline of information about how the edge effects, if any, are

modified well away from the ICRH antennas. This had some inconveniences,

suchas:

. The launcher for the TFTR fluctuation reflectometer was designed for

probing highly localized fluctuations.

. Focused Gaussian beams are generated which intersect at the plasma

midplane (see Figure 4.3).

, Remotely controlled mirrors are available to aim the beams, however it

is difficult to make the beams cross at the edge, that is, the system is not

optimized for plasma edge coupling, as can be seen from Figure A.2.

• The beam cross section may be too small to cover the entire profile dis-

tance of interest.

• Low reflected signal levels were frequently encountered.

• The launcher system is not close to the ICRH antennas, so that the effect

of the ICRH power may not be seen directly.

2. Full system configuration: In this phase the reflectometer black box will be

moved to a location in the basement under TFTR's vacuum vessel where

it can reach the ICRH antenna mounted launcher, Figure 4.5, 2re which has

been optimized for the operation of the reflectometer, Figure 4.6, and ICRH

coupling studies. The radiation pattern of the reflectometer beam will not be

the highly focused Gaussian beam from the TFTR fluctuation reflectometer,
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but will be a divergent beam pattern. This radiation pattern for the antenna

is presented in Figure 4.6, where two perpendicular profiles of the pattern have

been plotted. The coordinate system used for the plot is a spherical coordinate

system, where the z-axis is in the direction of the propagation of the wave,

the z-axis is along the long side of the waveguide, and the y-axis is along the

short side of the waveguide. Thus, the pattern with the continous line is the

pattern for an x-axis cross section, while the dotted line is the pattern for a

y-axis cross section of the main pattern. This correspond to a cross section

profile for ¢ = 0 (along the _-axis) and for ¢ = 90 degrees (along the y-axis),

respectively. Thus, different from the TFTR fluctuation reflectometer system,

this will be able to receive a good signal from the edge of the plasma but not

from the center of the plasma.

The reflectometer black box has two main output ports. These are the I and

Q signals of the quadrature detection system, given by:

I = dosin(¢) (4.1)

Q = (4.2)

where A° is the amplitude of the signal, and ¢ is the phase of the wave. The quadra-

ture detection system is a heterodyne system, which gives good signal to noise ratio

and large dynamic range. A LeCroy 6810 is used to digitize these signals together

with a ramp voltage proportional to the frequency of the swept frequency source.

Some of the digitizer settings and parameters are presented on Table 4.1. The

data is moved automatically by the PPPL computer system from the LeCroy 6810

memory to the designated storage media, where it can be accessed for analysis and

reconstruction of the density profile. The phase difference is calculated by fringe

counting the I and Q signals from the raw data. The program allows for the special

creation and processing of calibration data files, which can later be used to calibrate

the general raw data files.
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WAVEGUIDE TO VESSEL INTERFACE

Figure 4.3: TFTR fluctuation reflectometer waveguide to vessel interface.

Number of channels 4

Memory size per channel I 128 K

Typical digitizing rate ! I MHz

Data window [ 128 msec
Sweep time l msec
Repetition rate .......330 Hz

Number of bits ! , 12
Voltage range I _- 12.8 Volts

Signal range i #- 6.5 Volts
i

Table 4.1: Some of the digitizer major parameters.
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ANTENNA RFBO_

Figure 4.5: ICRH antenna RF box. This provides a front, side and top
mew of the antenna. The reflectometer launcher can be seen at the center
of the antenna box, front view. The antenna current straps are shown at
the top view of tb drawing, thus the reflectometer launcher is between
the current stral-_.
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Figure 4.13:Radiation patternofthe launcher in two orthogonal direc-
tions,parallel.(_= 0)and perpendicular(_b= 90)to the widestdimension
of the wavegmde.
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4.2 Description of the Reflectometer

The reflectometer has one Backward Wave Oscillator (BWO) source in the

frequency range of 8-12.4 GHz, which provides the capavility for sweping the fre-
i

quency of the probing beam. This signal is divided in three ways, as shown in

Figure 4.1. The top two signals on the diagram go by almost equal circuit paths.

The difference is the frequency of the up-converters f2 and f3. These frequencies

are set to have a frequency difference equal to the desired Aw. After the signal

goes through the up converters, it goes through the frequency doubler and tripler to

increase the frequency of the probing beam to the range of 90 to 120 GHz. Finally,

the two signals are added together (plasma probing signal) in a directional coupler

where a small part of the probing signal is sampled to produce a reference signal

(at the beat frequency) for the phase detector. The third signal (Local Oscillator

or LO) that comes out of the BWO oscillator source, goes through a similar circuit

path as the other two signals, except that the frequency of the up converter is dif-

ferent and the active triplet has been substituted by a 3"d harmonic mixer where

the plasma probing signal and the carrier signal are mixed together. This has the

effect of down converting the two probing signals from the plasma to a frequency

range where they can be easily amplified. Limiting amplifiers are use to remove

amplitude modulations due to density fluctuations in the plasma and to provide

proper signal levels to the mixer inpus. Then the two probing signals are mixed

together in a mixer to obtain the phase difference between the two probing signals

and fed into a quadrature phase detector system. The quadrature detection system

provides phase information in the domain of 0 to 2_r. The I and Q signals from the

quadrature phase detection system are digitized together with the ramp voltage of

the sweeper source.
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4.3 Major Components of the Reflectometer System

4.3.1 Sources

The main source of the reflectometer is a Backward Wave Oscillator (BWO)

source. This can produce a wave in the frequency range of 8 to 12.5 GHz with a

sweeping time of 10 msec with the build-in sweeper. An external sweeper source

was used to reduce the sweeping time to 850 #sec to reduce the effect of density

fluctuations on the phase data.

The BWO is characterize for having a traveling wave RF circuit for which

the energy of the traveling wave moves in the opposite direction of the phase velocity

of the wave. This can be seen from Figure 4.7, where the frequency, w, as a function

of the wave number, k, is plotted for a forward wave and backward wave. The phase

velocity of a wave is defined by:

Yp-- _ (4.3)

where w is the frequency and k is the wave number. While the group velocity is

defined by:
dw

1/; = _ (4.4)

which can be interpreted as the local value of the slope at a given point in the

w(k) curve. The phase information of the wave travels in the direction of the phase

velocity, while the energy information of the wave travels in the direction of the group

velocity. The curve in Figure 4.7a will give a postive value for the phase velocity,

Vp, and a positive value for the group velocity, Vg, thus the phase information and

the energy information of the wave travel in the same direction. On the other

hand, for the plot in Figure 4.7b, the phase velocity has a positive value while the

group velocity has a negative value because the slope of the curve at point "A" is

negative, thus the phase information of the wave moves in the positive direction

while the energy information of the wave is moving in the negative direction.
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Figure 4.8 shows a simplified schematic of a Backward Wave Amplifier

(BWA) which can be transformed to a BWO by means of a properly adjusted feed-

back network between the input and output terminals, as in any amplifier device.

An electron beam is formed from the accelerated cathode emission by means of the

potential V_. The beam moves parallel to a uniform magnetic field B0 that extends

the length of the tube; the beam is then collected by the collector electrode. The

collector potential, _'_, determines the beam current, Ib, and the potential $_ deter-

mines the anode current, I_. This arrangement permits separate control of the beam

and helix (collector) currents. While the input signal travels toward the cathode,

the electrons are bunched somewhere near the collector electrode. The bunched

electrons interact with the helix slow wave in such a way as to cause the net energy

to be transferred from the bunched electrons to the helix fields. This permits wave

amplification to occur. The input wave is moving in the negative direction (to the

left of the figure), while the electron beam is moving to the positive direction (to the

right). Since this is backward wave circuit, the phase velocity of the electron beam

wave is in the positive direction, while the group velocity of the electron beam is in

the negative direction, thus the energy of the electron beam (which is moving in the

direction of the group velocity) is coupled to the input wave, causing amplification

of the input wave. More information can be found in the references. 2s°-282

4.3.2 Directional couplers

Directional couplers are four-port devices with the characteristic that power

incident into port 1 will couple to port 2 (the through port) and to port 3 (the

coupled port) but not to port 4 (the isolated port). The coupler is symmetric with

respect to port 2, that is, power incident into port 2 will couple to port 1 and port 4

but not to port 3. Thus, port 1 and port 4 are decoupled, and port 2 and port 3 are

decoupled. They are used to take samples of the signal on the input port without
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Figure 4.7: Plots of the dispersion relations (w - _(k)) for a forward wave
(a) and a backward wave(b).
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Figure 4.8: Backward wave amplifier schematic.
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disturbing or decreasing the signal going to the output port. The fraction of power

from port 1 to port 3 is called the coupling factor, C, as defined by:

P1 (45)
C = 10log _

while the leakage of power from port 1 to port 4 is called the isolation, I, given by:

P3
I = lOlog _ (4.6)

and the power fraction between port 3 and port 4 is called the directivity, D, given

by:

/>3 (4.7)D=I-C=101Ogp44.

The ideal coupler is characterized solely by the coupling factor, since the isolation

and directivity are both infinite. (In reality, directivities of 30-40 db are typical in

the millimeter frequency range.)

4.4 Summary

This chapter presents the development, requirements, and description for the

Dual Frequency Phase Difference reflectometer for TFTR. The unique environment

of TFTR and the capability and final goal of using Tritium (aT) creates a series

of constraints on the design parameters for a reflectometer. These were presented.

The development of the reflectometer was divided into a two phase program. The

first was a cheap and fast way to test the capabilities of the reflectometer by using

the pre-existent waveguide system of the TFTR fluctuation reflectometer. This

was used on a shared basis with the fluctuation reflectometer group (Dr. Ernesto

Mazzucato and Dr. Raft Nazikian). From this waveguide system it was possible

to collect data on the plasma at a position away from the ICRH antenna; thus, no

direct measurements of the density changes at the ICRH antenna environment could
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be made, but it could measure any global changes in the edge density profile and

in the center of the plasma (for different values of the magnetic field, Bo) thanks to

the highly focused Gaussian beams of the TFTR fluctuation reflectometer system.

This provided a base line data base for the performance of the reflectometer. After a

successful proof of principle test on the TFTR fluctuation reflectometer system, the

Dual Frequency Phase Difference reflectometer will be ready for the second phase of

the project. A description of the reflectometer black box components and how these

components generate the dual frequency probing signal used for the measurement

was discussed.



CHAPTER V

, SUMMARY

Reflectometryisa techniquethatrelieson thetotalreflectionofan electro-

magneticmicrowavesignaltoobtaininformationaboutthedensityprofileand the

densityfluctuationsoftheplasma.Thisreflectionoccurswhen thelocalindexof

refractionofthewavegoesto0,n ---,0,whichisequivalenttothewavelengthgoing

toinfinity,A _ oo,orthephasevelocitygoingtoinfinity,vpaoo,---,c_.Thisdefines

thecutoffofa wave.Dependingon theorientationofthewave'selectricfieldwith

respecttotheplasmasmagneticfield,thewave willbe classifiedastheOrdinary

wave(EIIB),witha cutoffgivenby:

I.

WO - ( rt'_le _ 'Eo17t.] (5.1)

or as an eXtraordinary wave (E .J_B) with a cutoff given by:

Wec 2

w._-= +-_- + %, + (5.2)

where w,_ is the electron cyclotron frequency of the plasma and wp, is the plasma

electron frequency. Either one of these two modes of propagation can be used to

probe the plasma and obtain the density data.

Reflectometry has many advantages over other density profile diagnostics,

such as Thomson Scattering, Multichannel Infra Red Interferometer, Langmuir pro-

bes and Heavy Ion Beam Probe. It requires little viewing access to the plasma, it is

non-disturbing to the plasma (i.e., it requires no structures in the plasma as com-

pared to Langmuir probes), can probe the edge as well as the center of the plasma,

119
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its components are relative cheap and available, it provides a remote lrleasurement

as opposed to a intrusive measurement (like Langmuir probes), can provide continu-

ous time density profiles (as opposed to a one shot profile like Thomson Scattering)

and can provide density fluctuation information as well as density profile informa-

tion depending on the technique being used. These characteristics makes it ideal for

measuring the changes of the edge density profile in from of tile ICRH antenna due

to the power deposition on the plasma. In general Langmuir probes can not survive

the high temperatures and densities of the plasma in front of the ICRIt antenna.

Viewing access for diagnostics like Thomson Scattering and MIRI is generally in-

sufficient in front of the ICRH antenna. As it has been previously discussed, the

edge density profile in front of the ICRH antenna can be modified by Ponderomo-

tive forces, impurity production, sheath rectification effects, self sputtering, quiver

induced losses, etc... This has the effect of changing the loading and therefore the

coupling of the ICRH power to the plasma.. A reflectometer is the first choice to

do a direct measurement of the changes on the plasma edge density profile in front

of the ICRH antenna due to these phenomena. The information obtained from the

reflectometer can be used to better understand the plasma edge and to maximize

the coupling and power deposition to the plasma, which is of great importance to

the success of ICRtt as a primary source of auxiliary heating and to the achievement

of temperatures at the fusion reactor regime.

This report presented a library search in the field of reflectometry, with em-

phasis on the techniques to measure density profiles. The first chapter provides an

introduction to fusion research and fusion experiments, along with a description of

the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR), the machine where the new reflectolneter

will be installed and where data will be collected. Chapter two starts with a short,

history of the origins of reflectometry and continues with a detailed derivatioll of

the formulae required to understand the basics of electronaagnetic wave propagation
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propagationin plasmas and reflectometrytheory.The differenttechniquesand ap-

proachesused by reflectometryto obtaindensityinformation(fluctuationsand/or

densityprofiles)arediscussed,and a descriptionofthe new Dual Frequency Phase

Differencetechniqueispresented.A descriptionof the possiblecomplicationsand

errorsourcesisgiven. Because the main purposeof thisreflectometeristo mea-

sureand study edge densitychangesinfrontofan ICRH antenna due to the ICRH

power deposition,chapterthreecoversthegeneraltheoryofICRH and thedifferent

phenomena thatcan inducechangeson the plasma edge density.The descriptionof

differentICRH antennasusedinfusionresearchispresented,with detaileddrawings

of theseantennasand theirrespectiveexperiments.A descriptionand parameters

forone of the TFTR antennasispresented,togetherwith a listof referencesand

a table of parameters for the antenna. Chapter four presents a description of the

Dual Frequency Phase Difference reflectometer designed by ORNL for TFTR. The

development and description of how it works is discussed. In the appendices a dis-

cussion of the theory of Gaussian beam optics for lasers and of Gaussian beams in a

plasma is presented. This theory is of importance to this work because during the

first phase of the project, the reflectometer will be using the TFTR fluctuation re-

flectometer waveguide system. This system uses a set of parabolic mirrors to direct

and focus the highly localized Gaussian beam of the waveguide. Thus, this theory

is used to calculate the intersection area or cross section of the beams such that an

idea of the signal amplitude for the reflectometer can be estimated.

The Dual Frequency Phase Difference reflectometer has excellent potentials

for the study of the plasma edge and in particular to study the induced changes of

the ICRH antenna and power deposition on the plasma edge as a function of time on

a shot by shot basis. The information about the edge density profile in front of the

ICRH antenna can be used to maximize the power coupling and effectiveness of the

ICRH antenna. The used of the X-mode of propagation (instead of the O-mode) has
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the advantage of been able to probe the plasma edge with a minimum of frequency

range starting with the local electron cyclotron frequency of the plasma at the edge.
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, GAUSSIAN BEAM OPTICS

A.1 Pre, Historv of Lasers

During the first testing phase, the dual frequency reflectometer used TFTR's

reflectometer setup. 38 This consists of the waveguide, reflecting mirrors, and focus-

ing mirrors, as can be seen from Figure A.1. This system uses focused Gaussian

beams, as shown in Figure A.2 and in Figure A.3, which intersect at the plasma

midplane. It was designed for probing highly localized fluctuations at the center

of the plasma. Because of the optical nature of this setup, an understanding of

general optics and Gaussian optics (which governs the propagation of the beam)

is necessary. The development of the theory and corresponding formulae has been

done in the field of laser beams and resonators. Therefore, a discussion of laser

optics and Gaussian beams will be presented from the point of view of laser beams

and resonators, but with direct application to the propagation of the reflectometer

beam through TFTR's setup. Before continuing, it should be made clear that the

words laser beam and/or reflectometer beam and/or microwave beam will be used as

synonymous throughout this appendix.

The idea of the laser resonator originated when R. Dicke, 257A. Prokhorov, _Ss

and A. L. Schawlow and C. H. Townes, 25_independently proposed the use of the

Fabry-Perot interferometer as a laser resonator. The modes of propagation of such

a structure as determined by diffraction effects was first calculated by A. G. Fox and

T. Li. 26°'281G. D. Boyd and J. P. Gordon, _8_and G. D. Boyd and H. Kogelnik, 26z

123
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developed the theory for a resonator with spherical mirrors and approximated the

modes by wave beams. The concept of electromagnetic wave beams was also in-

troduced by G. Goubau and F. Schwering, TM who investigated the properties of

sequences of lenses for the guided transmission of electromagnetic waves. Another

treatment of wa_,e beams was given by J. R. Pierce. 285'28s The behavior of Gaus-

sian beams as they interact with various optical structures has been analyzed by

G. Goubau, 267 tt. Kogelnik 28s and others. 289

A.2 Paraxial Ray Analysis

The study of the propagation of paraxial rays through an optical system

with resonators, transmission lines (TFTR's setup in our case), and other similar

structures can reveal many important geometrical properties of the system, such

as the optical stability of the structure (resonators) 28s and the loss of unstable

resonators. 27° The propagation of a paraxial ray and/or of a Gaussian beam through

one or more optical structures can be described by the use of ray transfer matrices.

The development of H. Kogelnik and T. Li_Ts will be followed here. A more detailed

treatment of ray propagation can be found in Born and Wolf,279W. Brower, _71 and

others.272, 27s

A.2.1 Ray transfer matrix

A paraxial ray in an optical system is characterized by its distance, z, with

respect to the optic z-axis of the system and its angle or slope, x _, with respect to

the axis of the system, as is shown in Figure A.4. 2ss The slope, x _, is assumed to

be small. The optical path of the ray depends on the characteristics of the optical

system as well as the initial position and slope of the ray, i.e., (x, x'). Assuming that

the optical system has linear response, then the output ray in terms of the input
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ray can be expressed as a matrix times a vector type of equation, that is:

' = c z) ' ' (A.1)_2 Xl

where the ABCD matrix is called the ray transfer matrix and is defined such that
m

its determinant is equal to unity:

A B
= AD - CB = 1 (A.2)C D

This can be used to express the ray transfer matrix in terms of any 3 given param-

eters.

The elements of the ray transfer matrix can be related to the focal length,

f, and the location of the principal planes of the system by the formulas:

-1

f = _ (A.3)
D-1

h_ = c (A.4)
A-1

h, = C (A.5)

where hi and h2 are the distances of the principal planes from the input and output

planes as shown in Figure A.4. The transfer matrixes of six elementary optical

structures are presented in Table A.1. 278 They represent the following:

1. The ray transfer matrix of a ray over a distance, d, with input and output

planes at positions 1 and 2.

2. The ray transfer matrix of a ray going through a thin lens of focal length/.

3. The combination of 1 and 2. The matrix is obtained by multiplying matrix 1

by matrix 2.

4. A beam passing through two structures of type 3.
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5. The ray transfer matrix of a lens like medium (like a laser). It is characterized

by a parabolic radial density profile.

6. The matrix for a dielectric material of index of refraction n and length d.

i

A.2.2 P..eriodic. sequences

A laser resonator cavity can be modeled by means of two spherical mirrors

facing each other. Such a system will have a focusing effect on the light rays as they

bounce back and forth between the two mirrors. The two spherical mirrors facing

at each other are equivalent to an infinite sequence of equal lenses, in which the

n _h bounce of the ray on one of the spherical mirrors is equivalent to the same ray

passing through the n _ lens of the infinite sequence of lenses. 288 A schematic of the

infinite sequence system is shown in Figure A.5 for an arbitrary ABCD matrix. The

ray transfer throhgh the n th element (or reflection) is described by the n th power of

this matrix. This can be evaluated by means of Sylvester's theorem, 28swhich is:

A B in 1 A sin (n®) - sin ((n - 1)®) Bsin(n®)
C D [ - sin® Csin(n®) Dsin(n®)-sin((n- 1)®)

(A.6)
where the angle ® is defined by:

1

cos® = _(A + D) (A.7)

Based on equations A.6 and A.7 optical systems can be classified as either

stable or unstable. Systems that have a real angle ® are stable, while systems which

do not have a real angle ® are unstable. Mathematically speaking, any matrix which

satisfies the inequality:

-I<_I(A+D)<I (A8)

is stable, and any system not satisfying the above inequality is unstable.
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Figure A.5: Diagram of an infinite sequence of systems (lenses) each
characterized by an equal ray transfer matrix. @1966 IEEE

A.3 Wave Analysis of Laser Beams

This section will discusses laser beams from the point of view of satisfying a

wave equation, thus taking into account the wave nature of the beam. The results

derived here are applicable to optical systems with large apertures as compared to

the diameter of the beam and/or the wavelength of the wave. This means that edge

diffraction effects have not been taken into account. A discussion of the effects of

edge diffraction can be found in the references. _zs The study of "beam waves" was

first made by Boyd and Gordon, _e_ and by Goubau and Schwering. TM Here the

development of Kogelnik 2Tsand others 269will be followed.

A.3.1 Solutionto the beam's wave equation

Laserbeams aresimilartoplanewaves(sincebothhavetosatisfythewave

equation),exceptthattheirintensitydistributionisnot uniformand theirphase

frontsareslightlycurved.Thus,a laserbeam travelinginthez-directioncan be
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expressed as'

u = @(z,y,z)e -'j'_ (A.9)

where ¢ (a:, y, z) is a slow varying function of z and represents tile differences between

the laser beam and a plane wave. It incorporates the idea of a non-uniform intensity

distribution, the expansion of the beam as it moves away from the source, the

curvature of the phase front, and any other difference. This laser beam function is

bound to satisfy the wave equation given by:

_2u + k_u = 0 (A.10)

assuming harmonic solutions, where k = _-'- is the propagation constant in the

medium and A is its wave length. Substituting the representation of the beam wave,

equation A.9, into the wave equation, equation A.10, gives:

02q) 0_'_ 2ik = 0 ( A 11)+ gy- -

where terms of order _ have been ignored because it was assumed that _ (z, y, z)

was a slow changing function of z.

The differential "beam equation" has a form similar to the ubiquitous time

dependent Schr6dinger equation. So, borrowing one of the Schvb'dinger solutions

and suiting it to our equation, one obtains: _e°-2s4'_sT-_sg'27s

= exp -i P(z) + 2q(z) (a.12)

with
1

r= (z'+ y')_ (A.13)

as a solution to the beam equation. The parameter P(z) represents a complex phase

shift which is associated with the propagation of the light beam and q(z) is a complex

beam parameter which describes the Gaussian dependence of the beam with respect

to the distance from the beam's main axis (assumed to be in the z-axis). Equations
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for P(z) and q(z) can be obtained by substituting the beam function, equation A,12,

into the beam equation, equation A.11, and comparing terms of equal powers in r.

This will yield:

q' (z) = 1 (A.i4)

and'.
i

P'(z) = - (A.15)
q

where the prime symbol, ', indicates differentiation with respect to the argument,

z. Integration of equation A.14 gives:

q2 = ql + z (A.16)

which relates the parameter qa of the output plane to the parameter ql of the input

plane where the planes are separated by a distance z.

A.3.2 Propagation law for the fundamental mode

The beam function, equation A.12, is not the only known solution to the

beam equation, but is probably the most important. This beam function is called

the fundamental mode. Higher order modes are discussed in the references, such

as: A. G. Fox, 28°'281G. D. Boyd, _e_ H. Kogelnik, 2es'2sg'27sE. L. O'Neill _z2 and

C. S. Williams. 273 Because of the importance of the fundamental mode it will

be discussed here in more detail.

Start by redefining the complex q(z) parameter in terms of two real param-

eters, R and w, as:
1 1 iA

q(z-'-)- R(z) 7twO(z) (A.17)

where R(z) represents the radius of curvature of the wave front that intersects the

z-axis at z, and w(z) is a measure of the decrease of the intensity with respect to

the distance from the axis (i.e., the e-folding distance of the Gaussian). The new

parameter is often called the beam radius or spot size, and 2w is the beam diameter.
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A focused Gaussian beam contracts to a minimum diameter of 2Wo at the

point that is called the beam waist, where the phase front is plane (so that R _ c¢).

If z is measured from this waist, the q parameter becomes purely imaginary, that is:

iTrw _o
, q0 = _ (A.18)

and at a distance z from the waist q is given by'

q(z) = qo + z (A.19)

or using equation A.18, as:
i rrw 2o

q(z)- ,_ + z (A.20)

where z is measured from the beam waist. By combining equation A.20 with equa-

tion A.17 and equating the real and imaginary parts of each one, one obtains:

w'(z)=w_ 1+ _ (A.21)

and

R(z)=z 1+ \ Az ] (A.22)

which expresses the beam radius, w (z), and the radius of curvature, R (z), of the

wave front in terms of the position on the z-axis and the beam waist.

Equation A.21 is the equation for a hyperbola with asymptote at an angle:

A
0 - (A.23)

7rw0

which is the far-field diffraction angle of the fundamental mode. This can be ob-

tained by taking the limit of equation A.21 as z ---,c_, that is:

lira (w'(z)) = lim wo2 1+ \Trwo2] (A.24)

lim (w'(z)) lim (( A_WZo)2)
,--._ = ,-._ (A.25)
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lira (z') = _o (A.26)

= (A.27)

Using the condition that the angle of the beam is small, the approximation tan 0 _ 6

can be used to obtain equation A.23.

Dividing equation A.22 by equation A.21 one can obtain the useful equation:

_Z 7rw 2

7rw---_= An (A.28)

whichcanbe usedtoexpressWo and z intermsofw and R,as:

I/12

w_ = , (A.29)
l+kxa ]

and:
R

z= . (A.30)
AR

To obtain the complex phase shift, P(z), substitute the solution for q, equation A.20,

into equation A.15 to obtain:

-i (A.31)P' (z) -
-_-+z

which, after integration with respect to z, yields:

iP(z) = In 1 rw0_ (A.32)

1 In 1 + - iarctan (A.33)

where the real part of P(z) represent the phase shift difference, _, between the

Gaussian beam and an ideal plane wave. The imaginary part produces an amplitude

factor _ which gives the expected intensity decrease on the axis due to the expansion

of the beam.
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Substitutingallof thisintotheoriginalbeam function,equationA.12and

equationA.9,givesthefinalformforthebeam functions:

u(r,z)=WOexp(_i(kz__)_r,( l ik))w _'_ + 2"R (A.34)
I

where:

_I'= arctan r-w) (A.35)

isthephaseshiftdifferenceinbetweentheGaussianwave and theplanewave,and

isderivedfromtherealpartofequationA.33.
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